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Thrü© residual fuel oils war® aharaaterisod and separated 
by @br@®atography into aromatic and non-^aromati® fraction© <. 
Sulphur determinations Indicated that most of the sulphur 
©ompoMuds #®r@ in the aromatic* fraetion®* Further analysis 
indicated that the* sulphw ©ompoumds - were essentially thiopheni©
i n  n a t u r e  maà r e l a t i v e l y  u n r® a @ tiv ® o  ................................
‘ T h e rm a l © r a c k in g  © f  t h e  o i l®  on glmn  a t  4 3 0 ^ 0  a n d  e v e r  
copper at the ©am© temperature was studied# and a sulphur 
balano© was carried out on- the o^mking- prooesso ' Op to fo^ty 
percent of the sulphur ©ompoimd© were removable by this methodo
Further breakdown of thiopheni© material' required.........
hydrogenationa
Sino© it was ©oasidered that th® hydrogen required could 
h@ mad© available by hydrogen transfer from- naphthen©^ a 
study was mad© of the dehydrogematlon of ©yclohesan©- and of a 
light naphtha fraction over a number of tran©itlon**m®tal 
©ulphide*"Ozide catalyst© of the typé generally used in th© 
conventional hydrodesulphurisation prooesae©® ■ - It was* found 
that an adequate amount of hydrogen became available at 400^0 
with a residence time of about twelve seconds on the ©atalysto 
The specific reaction rat© constant wma ©aloulated^a© was th# 
motivation energyo The latter was found to b© much lower than
value® reported for th© dehydrog^nation of eyelohexan© over- 
noble metal' catalyst©*
Tà® diraot hydrogenation ©f thioph©n© was studied at
earn© temperature and on the ©am® catalysts*' A seventy-
©eight percent decomposition ©f thiophen© was obtained at 400 G 
with a residence time of twelve- ©eoond©® ' Since W©^ had bean 
fomd to be the most motive ozide for* dehydrogenatlon of 
eycloh©»n©s> ' and th© most active oxide for the hydrogenation
of thioph©n©9 a mixed catalyst of the two oxides was used for 
hydx'Ogen-transfer studies from- ©ycloh©xan© to thiophan©* - It 
was found that with the apparatus under* test a relatively high 
hydrogen partial pressure ̂ and therefore a high cyciohexan©®»- 
thiophen©' ratio^was- required* An ©ighty-fiv© percent 
decomposition of' thlophene could be achieved in a residence 
time ®f twenty seconde *
Similar* hydrogen-transfor studies with naphtha and thiophen© 
gave parallel resiilte® There-were indicatlons^however^that - 
increase' of th©* partial pressure of thiophan©* could' reduce- the 
extent of reactioup- possibly due to it®- adsorption on th© 
active sites of th# catalyst* - - '
Hydrogen-transfer studies at 400^G were carried out using 
mixtures of- naphtha- and residual fuel oil and optimum - 
experimental conditions were obtained■* • It wa® again evident 
that a low ratio of oil 9 naphtha would be required- to- 
produoe effective hydrogenation at the residence time available# 
Extended t@st runs were mad© with a suitable*mixture of * 
naphtha- with ©aeh of th© three residual fuel ©ils In turn-**
tim©8 of up to twemty-fom* heure were achieved at 
400^G with m,' oi-1 s- naphtha ratlc- of 3©/?© (w/w)- $' - ©eveiaty
■ to eighty percent ®f the* ©uiphivr in th®~ ©il was removed by 
* this mean® @
- ' ■ * After dohydrogenated naphtha had been separated from the 
treated' oilp* it' wa© found that* the lattsr had a viecoslty
' ©©asiderahly iower than- that* of- the feed oil* Stwotural 
group ane-iysi© of the treated ail- iadieatod signifiaant ■
' hydrogemation of the aromatio©- and extensive- hydrooraoking to
■ give- an evorag© moieeular' weight- of- about half of- that of th©
- feed oil o'
l o  IITR Ô D U G TS O 0O .
Cmd@ petroleum In primarily a Qmxplm. mlzture of hydrooarbon©
ranging from gas©© euoh m  mothan® and ©than© t© asphslti® bitumen®*
Other element® present include sulphur p oxygen and nitrogen *
Vanadium and ether minor elements are present in trace quantities *
1Sulphur when present appear© a® a divalent element * Th® more common 
divalent sulphur compounds includ© meroaptmnsg sulphides? disulphide® 
and some aromatic ©cmpoumde * Within each of the above groups there 
is a ©onsiderabl© rang© of variation? so that in the cas® of the 
mercaptans one find© primary? secondary and tertiary alkyl thiols mm 
well am aromatic? cl©finie and cyclic compound® * Aliphatic mereaptanc 
with five carbon atoms have been identified? a© hmv© open^ohaln 
sulphides with twelve carbon atoms? and cyclic sulphide© with up to 
five carbon atoms« Higher boiling mercaptans as well a® opem^chaln 
and cyclic sulphides have also been detected? but not definitely 
identified*
Th© study of sulphur compound® in petroleum 1® complicated by 
the fact that mom© ©f them ar© readily deoompoeed on heating*
Hydrogen sulphide^although not present in oil m  much la formed during 
distillation; and thu© is found in the gases and light distillât®® 
from both distillation and cracking operation® * 3wmk mild thermal 
treatment as in th© crude distillation proceem breaks down higher 
molecular weight sulphur oompoundc? and ^^Idc low boiling mercaptans? 
©ulphid©0 and âièulphid©®* Variation of distillation condition®
2.
may ©kang© the rang© of the ©ulpkur ©ompound product©? thus. hjûTogmi
sulphide not fôuTià *1b the "Vacuum" diatillat© is present im th®
"atsaoepheri©"distillât© and may aooount for nearly foisr percent of th®
original total sulphur ia th© crud© oil* Oalj foÿrty percent of th©
sulphur oompouads ia "atmospheric" distillate consist© of hydrogen
sulphide? meroaptaa®? sulphides or disulphidea* Wo identifying test®
h a w  s© far been developed for th© remainder* la ©ataljtl© ©racking
a higher degree of deeomposltion of sulphur oompound® takes place than
la thermal ©raokingg among the sulphur oompouads that have been identif
in ©racked petroleum fractions are thlophenol? thlooresol? dimethyl
sulphide? thi©phen©? 2-methyl thlophan© and 2?3 dimethyl tbiophene.
Information on th® nature of individual sulphux compound® in petroleum
2fractions is rather meagre * Smith and Ball have Investigated the 
nature of sulphur bodies in straight-run na^hae boiling up to 250^0* 
Their results showed that th@r® wa© ©onslderabl© variation ia the range 
of sulphur ©ompoundB from on© crude oil t© another* Sulphides? 
meroaptans and disulphides? hydrogen sulphide and elemental sulphur 
could b© analysed and detootod? but maroaptan^type or open-ohaln and 
©yolio sulphides were difficult to differentiate* In general? gasoline 
contain© on© percent? kerosxn® five and gas oil and lubricating oil 
distillate each contain ten percent of the total sulphur In crude oil* 
The amount of sulphur present in a ©rude ©11 is apparently 
related to th® amount of asphalt in solution* Oil® containing the 
greatest amount of asphalt have the highest ©ulphur^ ©entente in thorn* 
The concentration of ©ulphmr in kerosin# is generally 0*02 te 0«06^ ;
f u Q l  ©il ©o3 ©oî^î mmâ industrial or r©®idml fu©l ©il 
2 o 5  t©  4 c©^o
' ■ ‘ #h@ 4'oFôX prOçi©©t 48 hae nfeom that eiilphur ©ompoiinde im 
ùvuàm oil r©eldu©s- are almost' entirely ©yolio- la .natures" and 
ooaalet" ©f ©oadensed- thiophonO© of almost- every series thio- 
naphthenost diheteothlophones-; maphthothlopheaee; bensonaphtho- 
thiopheaeso' * - These have not- yet been isolated' or identified- m  
siioh#- however there are indications- of oondensed moieoule® 
oontaining more- than on© thlo#hme nnelenst 
i'oi Mature and GharaoteyAstlos of Residual Fuel Olio
lesldua-1 fuel oils- are- largely hyproduots- of refinery 
operation'?' whioh is- aimed- at maximislng- the yeild- and quality of 
other more desirable produotm*- • - This- faet ©xp-Iain©- the wide - • 
variation in-properties- often found in-residual fuel oil* .During 
the period Im which thermal eraoklng was am important refinery 
tool? residual fuel oil ©onsisted largely of tars from thermal 
©raoking operations with only minor proportions of straight-^run 
reduced erudeso then? however? the demand- for motor gasoline of 
higher ootane number inareased? catalytic ©racking was introduced* 
This ehange had a marked ©ffeot on th© make up @f residual f \ m l  oil 
and oaused a decrease in the poroentag© y ^^d of such material 
Arom a crude @
The high boiling residue fraction from the ©atalyti© oraoking 
preoess Is much to® heavy for us# m  fuel oil# and must h© adjusted 
to viscosity by addition of distillate stocke» Thus residual fuel 
oil from a modem refinery oonbiste mainly of blends of gas oil 
distillate/»**.
4'Q
f r o m  e a t a l y t i o  o r a ù k ia g  o p e r a t io n  ^ith t h e  W a v y  vaauum  
amd. mlmer m&0vm%m of tars from thermal oraoklag operatloaom
Besldiial fuel In the OoKc- are olassified by British Staa&ard
Imotltwte^g aad In the UoSoA« By the Amerloam Society of
KHaterlal*^G. In the British olaaelfleatlon grade fo@o and E, are 
residual fuel @11©  ̂ are #o« 4^5$and 6 in the American ©lasslfieation 
Buob elasBlfioatlom i@ largely Based om visooslty as may be seen from 
Tables lal and lo2*
m B L ®  iQp loi
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It may be gsaea that th# Mo 4 #ad 5 grade© In th# American scheme 
are much lighter than British elass 1 amd F«, There i© no OoS 
equivalent ©f Q grade* However, Mo, 6 and II are almost identicalo 
The G grad® fuel^ a medium 'risoosity fuel is also known a-e "Bmiker
while the E le known as ^Bunker G*% The OoB bureau of mines ia
©O'-operation with American petroleum Institut© conducted in 1955^56 
- a eurvey on the properties of burner fuel oil©* This survey includes
the data on distillate fuel a@ well as residual fuela^, and represented
the production of 129 reflmmrl## in OoSoAo and Canadag according 
to th.® survey the emlphur content of Mo, 4 may w r y  from O d O  to 
3o2T percento fh® carbon residue may also w r y  feosi O d  to To6 
percent* This latteic* variation was due to the fact that @om@ much 
oils were straight distillates while others were blend® of distillât© 
with residual stocks* In general Mo* 4o grade fuel varied in pour 
point from « 1 0 ® ?  to «5Û®Fg water and sediment from tra©@ t@ 0 * 1  
percent; a n d  mix from 0 * 0 0 0 1  t@ 0*029 percent g som e mineral s a l t ®
@f vanadiim and magnesium were also cWerved in a few part© per
L» g,
m i l l i o n *
In th© cas© @f MOc 5 fuel or F gj?ad© fuelp there was ?d.d© variation 
in Spécifie Gravity and thie varied from 2*3 to 22 A*?*!*, and the 
pour point varied from «20 to 60®Fo The sulphur content wa® higher 
than that of Ho, 4§ Blno® this value xm@ used primarily by th© refiner 
to classify the fuel; ranging from 0*43 to 4<>B peroent* The mineral 
©alts of alimlnlum, oaleim^ iron and sodium were also observed to 
an extent of seventy part® per million*
The H grad© fuel oil or lo« 6 is the most widely distributed ‘c-f 
all residual fuels, and Is the gs*ad© normally used by power plant© 
and most industrial oustomer® because it i© offered at th© lowest 
price* This grad© also showed oonslderabX© variation In properties*
The gravity varied from 2*4 to 19<>7 A*P*I* The low gravity products 
contained large proportions of oraoked stooks, while these with the 
highest gravity ware essentially straight M«era©k©d long r©sidu©s*
Sino© th© low gravity produote had a higher heat of ©omhustion on a 
Btu/gallon bagiim they were preferred by many industrial user©, 
assuming that the other properties were ©atisfaetory* The viscosity 
may r§nge from49 I4T4 W' at' lOO^Fp the pour point from 0 to the
©ul phur com tent from 0*4 to-5 o25'p®roent<>---The-low carbon residue 
fuels were generally mmoraoked long roBldua© and tend to b© low In 
viseoslty^ The high carbon residue fuels were blends containing heavy 
residues and possibly cracked residual stocks; their ash content 
varied from 0*006 to 1*9 percent * The mineral salt present consisted 
chiefly of alno* ©odium, magnesium and vanadium* Thu® it may be seen
that there exists for any residual oil quite a wide variation In 
properties* However if repeated deliveries of fuel oils are. 
obtained from a single refiner mmoh less variation In properties 
will be encountered*
With improved refinery technique the percentage of re©ld.ua! 
fuel oil obtained from a given erude i© gradually deereaelngg but 
ooasumption and demand for the heavy oil hag increased rapidly, 
possibly du© to its favourable price* The peroentage of residual 
fuel wag about twenty«four before but has decreased to about eleven 
at the present time * It is estimated that this figure eould beeome 
even lower within a few year# ; as the refinery ;ĵ ĵ ld has decreased the 
quality has deteriorated* Today the average heavy oil product is 
found to have a carbon residue of eighteen percent, a powf point of 
approximately 50®F, sulphur eontent of approximately 3 percent and 
am ash content of about 0*5 percent *
1*3 Sulphur OoMpoumd© In Residual Fuel Oils*
Most of the early work on the identification of sulphur oompoimde 
in petroleum was done on th© lower boiling distillate#; sin©© thee® 
are more easily analysed than the higher boilimg fractions*
Information on the nature of higher boiling oils has been obtained 
from th® work of th# American petroleum institute research projeot 
48; and from the work of Wasson, Wilmington on Middle East grud©
It 1© found that the oyolle nature and aromatielty of the
sulphur compoimdo in oil isacreaaa© a© the boil lag rmmge of the oil 
Biiior©as®@ * Sulphw oompoimàm la residual fuel ©11© are thus 
mainly consisting of thlophea®®* la general, seventy percent @f 
the total sulplmr eompounde from the crude oil becomes eoncentrated 
la the residual fuel; although this rasidii© may only aeoount for 
twenty percent of the orude oil* Knowledge of the nature of the 
i n d i v i d u a l  s u lp h u r  eom po tm de  i n  c r a c k e d  p e t r o le u m  p r o d u c t  Im  e v e n  
more meagre than for straight rum products* It is found however
that the oraoked products are more highly thiopheni© than straight
9r t m  p r o d u c t s '  *
lo4 Disadvantages of Sulphur Oo^pounds In Residual Fuel Oil in 
relation to its end uses*
Residual fuel oil© are used primarily to ©upply heat and because
of their relatively low eost are widely used in many Industrie®;
hut the heat @f combustion of sulphur is 4000 Btu/lb as against
14,450 Btu/l‘b for carbon* Thus the ©alerifi© value of th© fuel is
lowered by 150 Btu/lb for each one percent of mulphw present o
In certain ©team boiler installations fuel oil with a high
sulphur content may lead to excessive corrosion, pa,rticularly at
places where the sta©k gases are cooled to temperatures below their
dew point* However, residual fuel oils are widely used in both
stationary and mobile steam boilers of all sises* Their us© not
only makem It a cheaper Installation but makes it less complicated
to operate* Th© problem of corrosion may be controlled by
maintaining the flu© gas temperature above its d#w point, with an
aooompanylng deerease# la overall boiler efficiency* The dm?
point is high for high-sulphur fuel oil, ainoe appreciable
quantities of sulphurous and sulphuric acids ar© present in th© 
flue gases *
Residual fuels are widely used im furnaae Industriess among 
these are open hearth furnaces in the steel industry, kilns in the 
oement and related Industries, various furnaces in the petroleum and 
chemical induetries* The disadvantage presented by sulphur in the 
fuel in the ease of open hearth furnaces is related to the absorption 
of sulphur by the etesl^sajd resulting in uodesirabl© changes in •i'fes
properties Similar troubles are experienced ia the glass and
ceramic industries, and hence low sulphur fuel im always more 
attractive*
In the cam# of diesel engines most are operated on distillate
fuels; but certain marine diesel engines and relatively low speed
stationary engines are operated on residual fuel oils*
The residual fuel oils are al&o used a@ gas enrichment oil® to
improve the beating value of water g&B and other gaees* In some
area® where coal is not available* residual fuel oil can be uecd to
generate oil gas which is distributed for domestic us©* However 
sulphur must be removed from the resultant gas. to a considerable
extent before it is passed for domestic us©* Sulphur oxides have a
10considerable effect on plants and human beings' « AlfaXa beams and
barley are among th© moat sensitive crops. In the case of
humans even as low am one ppm of sulphur dioxide may cause functional
alteration in the air ways and may oauoo aethmatio a-mtaok©,.
It ie quit© surprising that the city of Mew fork alone uees
resifmal fuel oil containing 2 * %  sulpliur and dise/hargae nearly
1 ]85 3000 tons of sulphur dioxide annually ifito the air""o Anti-- 
pollution laws are becoming more strict and consumers are thus forced 
to us© even lower sulphur content fuel© in the vicinity of cities» 
Thus sulphur content is one of the primary factor© in deciding t/:0
field of application of a residual fuel oilo
The removal of sulphur ocMpomids. t:emi distillate petroleum 
fraotioBs In of ©bviou© interest to the petroleum Industry * 'J'ù 
most lower boiling distillât© xuel oil, apeeifieatioms have beer
established limiting the amoimt of sulphur that may be left In tr -
product* Thus a considerable amount c4 effort hae bean made to 
develop prooeecea for removing sulphur oompoimde« There xe 
no gener&l epealfloat!on for the amount of sulphur in reeidua/^ t'-»©!. 
o:ll« ât th© same time \mry 1 it tie information ±m available ox 
Gommeroial methods for reducing the sulphur oontsnt of this matexial.-, 
Existing methods for the treatment of distillates may be slâ sslfj.ed 
under three headinges-
(a) Treating or Extracting processes,
(b) Thermal and Contact Catalytic processes*
(o) Hjds?od©gulphiarieati©a processes*
I o 5 o l  ( & )  T r e a t in g  o r  E x t ra ©
Thes© m@tb.oda have be@m developed for relatively simple sulphur
compounds in petroleum dlstill&tesg and utilise ohamloals, day# and
solvents. Most of the chomioal treating methods developed for use
©B îBsrcaptang are not ©ffeetiv© for thlophonio-typ© sulphur g lead
sulphide treatment oxldlsa# thiols to cilsulphide and these are left iu 
12the distillate * Agueou® eodium and oalolum hypochlorites oxidis©
thiols and alkyl sulphides to water-soluble products, Imt elemental
1 3sulphur and thiophenlo sulphur are not affeeted" ^
The various thlol«di8solving processes using oaustlo aolutzon and 
solution promoters such a# salts of Isohutyrlo aold* alkyl ph^nol^» 
methanol, mapthenio a©id and tannis^ar© used for removing aoxàlo
'T;sulphur ©ompoimds including bydrogau sulphide and t h i o l s " i l & f
treatment ±u useful for improving the odour and oolour of
petroleum :^action8* Only meroaptan sulphur is removed when
0©nc©B,tratGd smlphuric acid or anhydrous hydrofluoric aold are uwod.lt 
l oi@ found^^ that not only do they ©xtr&ot all the sulphur containing
molecule®, but also some of the aromatic hydrossrbons* Tlii® may
large product losses with ®om@ petroleum fractions*
3 iSIn solvent refining Mel&on"' ha% used sulphur dioxide, furfural 
and anhydrous hydrogen fluoride for the solvent ©xtraotion of catalytic 
cycle Olio H® claimed 69 to 85 percent sulphur removal, but 14 to 35 
weight percent of the oil was ale© extraetedo It would thue appear 
that solvent extraction process©© are only part.tally effective becaue# 
not only remove the sulphur bearing molecules but also some
pmrtlenlerly those with aromatic rings*
Oraokecl fuel oils ar© noted for their high aromatic hydrocarbon
com tern to Some atraight-rim residual oil contains more than
XTpercent aromatic hydrocarbons*' * ‘This suggoBts that this method
could not be applied satisfactorily with residual fuel oils*
1 * 5 ^ 2 .  % e r m a l  ■ a n d  0 o n t a c t  C a t a l y s i s  M c a ^ s e e  ®
The petroleum industry uses extensively euoh processes to up-
grade residual oils to more marketable products * Vls'breaklng^'
for instance le used to reduce the viscosity of an oil, but does
not eliminate sulphur to any material extent* "Coking^ ie a more
sever® thermal operation often used in processing reeldtom* It tm
18however reported" that sulphur is not reaioved ik œ ln g fluid ccki.ng,. 
Morr©lî“'"' has iavesitigatsd the thermal ©racking of various?.
thlophamee and foimd no decomposition at temperatures as high m
oXgOO F* This 1@ supported 'foj the thermodymamlo prqpartle#
Icgarithm of ̂ equilibrium constant is hfl$xhl:
negative even at 4emp#ratm?@0 bb high as 1500 K, thla Is mhomi i n  
t h e  F ig u r e  l o i  a n d  ‘f a b i©  1 * 1
Oataiyti© Contact deccmpomltlon of sulphur @ompo%md@ In the 
vapour phase over siXio@>t@©, bauxites and alumina i© effective In  
decomposing meroaptan®, sulphide® and disulphid©© but thloph@n&@ ar© 
quit® resietant^^* Borne decomposition of thlophen® to 
hydrogen sulphide ha© been observed with bauxite containing iron and
titanium oxide®, but am exceptionally long contact time in the
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oilB aemtaim the major part of their #%lphw a@ thlophemes, mlutlng 
Comtaat üatalytio processus wonld not he satisfaotorye^
This type of preooess its widely used for almost all typee of mmlphme
eompot&s&ds * Hydrogen and, the oil are passed over a suitable oatalyst at
a particular temperature and preseuro, and ths hydrogenation of the
sulphmr eompomide i® effected m.à hydrogen @mlphlde formed fliis- last
is eliminated easily and may b© used t© prepare sulphur am a ĥ r̂̂ produotr
W09-T the hydregem required for the des ulphuris^t lorn may he oh tain; W
iueither a# a byproduct from hydrofig^ umitB or by some ehe%5lt?al hyddogor 
trsasfer ©jBtwm e^g* ^Aut©;fining'%
The wide i^pread Installation, of hydrogen reforming tmlt@ with 
h y d r o g e n  a v a i l a b i l i t y  a s  a  b y  p r o d a o t  h a s  made c o m m e rc ia l  hydro-:^
deeialpkarisaticm operations feasible; but the ns^d® of ©uoh oomDiortlal 
plaatra are ever increasing du© to th© higher ^aulphmr arudea? At the 
same time th© increasing d®msnd for low 8ulphur--o®ntont aiddlo and 
heawy distillante fractions aan not he satisfaot©i?ily obtained at fehe
9%moment by other deeulphmrle&tlon methods « MclClnlay”"'’ has reported that 
hydr©d©£mIphuri®atioa is the only method applicable to all type© at 
sulphur oompoumda«. Hughes and Farie^ " have investigated catalytic
hydi?'Od©0ulphurisation of gas oil^ reduced ermdes g and residual fuel©^ 
but relatively very few references show results on th® treatment of 
residual fuel ollso
Im th© ea@@ of a ehemical hydrogem transfer myetem the sulphur :1b
TABLE H o . loS,
 ̂ o f  E q u i l i b r i u m  C o n e  ta rn  t_ a t_  
for Thermal j)@©©mpositi on of ̂ Thlophene. * '
L o g . Æ.
©piiQia©
TABLE mo,, l . a
aiïmrewj
m@o Type of Sulphur Gompom&d
j
298% i 50G 700 1 !
j
Sulpmrr cumpomd ^ 
l\Tfdrog©a to saturated 
hydrocarbon 4- l^S 
lo M©tten©tM©î to methane 
2* T&lopham® te m-Butam@
3a Thia©y@l©pr0paa® t© ©than#
i
i
14.28 i 8,37 











B Sulphur eoffipomiid 4- hydrogem to imsaturated 
hydrocarbon i' 1̂ ,3
In Ethanethiol to ethylene -5.98




eliminated as eulphid© luj me&mm ©f eatalytie liydrog©ï̂ &ti om
of the s^ilphme eompouBds present In th.# feed etoek* The hydrogen 
required, for th® reaotlom® 1® obtained bj elmmltameotm dahjfeDganatloa 
of Bi.%-m@m'berad.-rimg aapkh@n@@g pr@B@at In th© proow;a dietillat©^
The equilibrium constant for the lijdrogeaatioB of variem©
of eulphur oempomâds to saturated hjdr©®ar'h©sis m A  hydrog^a
25 &sulphide at varlom® temperature® le ^iv@n 1#%., _K %r@%m T X
oïisîKîSVti j g ̂ T«3æ.Tca;,5=rw3i?™rrE !̂:rr=zrr:: -a
for open-0halm^ o^olio and iArlophenio types of ©ulptee ^ompotmdf^ ar®
7f)a.I®o awllahle" ' « Th© Fi^ar© and the Table Io4 Bhm^ that 
logarithm of equilibrium Im the temperatmra rmigm ?9B to 900%:
are aJLmoet all positive# Thuo In alir.oat @v©r^’ oaao the reaetloc3- oou:' d 
proofed virtually to aoiapXet,ten if hydrogen h$ im proper
lohlometrl^ proportion<.
Thiols, opem-ohaln and oyollo Rulphidea are eonvorted to •
or aromatio hydrooarbouo depooding: upon the particular Buiphwr 
compounds involvedc BeuRtQthj.ophene» are converted to alkyl aromatic;*: 
and di'b@ngoQ6hlophenee are probably converted to biphenyl «.
Thue the major reaction mechanism seeme to be a simple oarbou" 
aulphur bond rupture followed by maturation of the free valencies ̂
In general, aromatic rings are not saturated even though their 
hydrogenation may be thermodynamically favoured# This is because of 
a specifi© inactivity of the oataljs t employedo However-> am shown
in Table 1*9 in the following page, partial ring maturation may 
precede oarbon-mulphur bond rupture muoh a© in the oame of dlbenmo-
-
% thjophene t o  M u r m B
O  M£THPiNBTB/Ol roMETHiKHB 
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(5) BenaetW. opîsones s-
I
3H.
Orne mole of îaydreg©si i© required per mole of thiol for 
mmlphmr removal^ Blmllarlly for ®ulphid®@ the àjârogm ©oasumptioa, 
would be t'w© molem, and for thiopWaes It would require four moles « 
Assumiag a high thiophaue oomtomt Im residual oil a figure of 
four molee of hydrogen per atom of sulphur me# b@ used*
removal of on© porooat of sulphur from a barrel of oil about 10' 
A^PoIo (i«©« weighing 330 I W  per barrel) would require
^ 138 ft'̂  of h#drog0%
100(32)
M̂ fdrc?d©suIpliurisat:iOB ®s# b@ ©arried out ©ves? a wide 
of ©©aditioiLSi. Ohoioa ±m geasrallj deter mimed by the feed 
the desired produot^ the availability of hydrogm^ and other 
ooomomio requirement® *, Ho^awr usually the temperature ramga 
of 730 to TBo'̂ 'P l0 (Mopted^ ao beloiSF 300%'.. the reaotl©n 1@ very 
Blms and above BOO"’F imdeoirabl.:.' aide roaotio&o Bimla (% hydro- 
or asking tend to Sulphur remova]. xm proportional to the
hydrogen partial premeureInar©SLs© in the h j i i r o g m i present 
results in Inereased hydrogenation « fhugs the pl-ant designer ha© 
to balano© any lmm?eas®d ©oat o;f higher pressure against the 
inor®a@0 5.n ©ffiaiensjj, temperature and pressure are int©r-ral©-t©d 
t© ©&8h otherK % e  us® of high temperature (above SOG%) and low
pressiir© (100 psig) promotes ©ataljti© reforming reactions with 
lmerea©@d deposition of ©arboB^ while high pressur© (1000 p©ig|
sad low tc.mp0ratiET@ (600%) leads to aattaratlon r©a©tS.oras ̂ ©cgs 
OQuversioa of aromatlos to nayM'hemes Oonvemtlouai hydro- 
cl© sulphur is at ion Im an thermic pro©@©s and the li@a.t evolved la 
proportional to the hydrogen c,onsumption« Under properly ehosen 
oonditione with saturated feed stock where hjdroeracking Im eliminated 
the heat given out may be very small*
la general the physical etate of the raaetsnta lo0* liquidagaseou's 
or mixed pb.se© has little effect om desuXphurisation,> It tm however 
essential that proper distribution takem place evex' the catalyst bed, 
end this hao led to a variety of reactor designs <» ApparontlT all 
c omooroially available prooeases for the hydrodosulphurieatlm  3o?
■''enipcrature aistillate are of the flzod bod type* Movuwg bmd w: .cec 
er© sleo amp3.oyed for high temperature ntelths hydro^refoxwing an'- 
dosulphurlsstiono The proferonor) for tha fixed bed ire tl; ■:
to the aimpllolty of operation, fhis method is eppliesr'l© tc. eynov 
and to r©®idu@e4 particularly at the higher temper&two required 
for reeidue hydrogenationp ooatlnuotL# fluid ami auspendoq. oatalyi» 
prooaasoa offer advantages over the atand point of oatalyist rogenaratioAm 
The fluidised system has the limitation that the yto@k muet be completely 
converted to vapour is @d products In orcier to .maintain the catalyst 
fluidity^;
?7There are a rang© of hydrogena11on ©ataljste^ on© patent ' 
iadloatee that tli© ozld®@ and mulphldee of group II to ¥11 @f the
Periodic Table ar© ouit-abl® but that group ¥1X1 ©l®m©nt© together with
:: ^  - X g u i t o  B u j t a c . c j c : ;  . : .
P p’.P&tent reoommanàK group VI slomsutÊ and particularly noj.yWê 'r/s 
tungsten and ohromlum for general hydrodesulphurisatlon prooessot;. 
Hyâroàesulphurlmatîom would thu© appeaa? to be the most %)romisinr 
method for the deeulphuz'ls&tlon of residual oils.
lo6ûl f h e  theory of the }?roc©s©u
This is © catalytic procase la which deeulphurls&tion of a
petroleuzQ distillate is obtained by the fact that sulphur eompoicr-.:
are proferentlally attacked &nâ ù o n v e r t& d  I n t o  non-sube U.tutea
moleo^lec by the aotion of hydroge%^o The hydrogen reqwlrcd 1;?
provided by the dehydroganation of part of the 8took Itwelf. here-:: %h<:
prooese beoomes se 1 f«-Dupporting with respect t-o the hjdj^ogen.
The '-VO roaotlons:'! Involved in the prooas;:) are dc-hydrogenat: ?.?r;
de&'ulphurlBation& tho dehydroge;:atlon reaction is iiocreasad by
the temperature and su^eeaod b;j Ivcrease of pressure <. Inore'' : /-
the hydrogen partial, pressure increases the rate of deeulphurlaav 1 .
Eztenslve dehydrogeiaatlon leads to a marked ehango in the produc^t
quality, and henoo high temperatures are to be a v o i d e d O n  the other
handp proo$8S.ing at high pressai"© and moderate temperatuz'e would ilc
to %n increase in d@3ulphurisatlon but a deereaso ix: dehydrogenatif.:"'
with the result that the procès© could not be made self-supportlny wivh
3C1r@8%}0ct to hydrogen. However as z'eported by Porteẑ " the tempers-turo 
z?&ng3 760 to 600%g the pressure $0 to 200 psigg and a 6pace velc:;!',')/ 
of 3.0 vol/vol.hr. are generally applied to all feed stocks.
Thermodynamlo ealeulatioas sliow that th€> dehy&rogematlon of a
Bte^memhered rlmg such as cycloh@%%Tie Is thenY^etlcally eo?m>l©t© s^ont 
660%o fh© variation of the logarithm of ©quilibrium constant with 
ahaolut© temperature has b@en calculated and 1© shown In Figure lo3* 
The corresponding calculation has h#en mad© for a model autofining 
proeeme in which cyalohesan© provides hydrogen for trhlophen© 
decomposition and this is shown also in the Figure© It may h© seen 
therefore that the autofining reaction is quits thermodamamlcally 
feamlble at the above temperatures.
In general the process operates at pressures of 30 to 300 psig 
and soma sulphur stable catalyst suoh as cobalt molybdat© is used©
The calalyst is regenez^ated periodically « The on-stream period 
vaz^ies with the boiling range of the _ feed stock, the higher boiling 
feed stoek giving the most trouble «, When mBKimum desulphurization
i© required, the unit ie run under ©qulllbrium pressure conditions, 
in which full use of the hydi'ogen. produced is made, and no excese 
gas i© removed from the system except that dissolved in the liquid 
product©
The two reaction®, dehydrogenatlon and desulphurization, are 
endothermie and exothermic rempectivley, so that the overall reaction 
is substantially thermô -r̂ esutral,
The rat© controlling factors in the ©as© of the 
hydrodesulphiarlBation reaction for the formation of hydrogen 
sulphide and hydrocarbons, have been shown to b© catalyst activity, 
temperature, and hydrogen and oil partial pressure©©
f
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has Warn by while pro@®@®iag a full hoili&ig-
oil (gnn 662^?)^ thm'fc the rate of hydrodeBmlghmidaatl 
of the heavier fraetioe warn ooxîsidorahlj glower thaa the rat® for 
the lighter fraction ̂ Hoog shewed that the phORomeaoa of  ̂light- 
he#vy selectivity" wae due to the different type of eulptar oompoimd 
preaemto fhe higher the molecular weight of the sulphur oompoimd the 
more the sulphur atom i© slj(̂ ld©cl frô î thci hydrogea atoai by %rdi'0- 
oarbofâ groupings « It appears that the desulphurdeatioa of narrow 
bolllag-range fractious to a level of 95 peroemt removal ©ould he 
described by a first order mechanismp wig ̂ p
lB.(3,'g/P̂ ) = - T
where ? Partial pressure of sulphur eompoumds at the end of©
©
the catalyst bed^
ÎE3 fhe corresponding partial pressure at the inlet 
the catalyst bed*
rp K3 Apparent contact time*
^ The rate constant for a given hydrogen partial pres©uro(E)( 
 ̂̂  Oil partial pressure (O) temperature and catalyst 
©ombinatioB^
fh© desulphurization of the full-range oil (500 to 6 6 2 did 
not follow this first order relationships ThuB the rat© curve for 
wide rang© oil le in fa@t the resultant of an Integration of the rat© 
curves for a s©ri@s of narrow outs of increasing molecular weight«
fh© effect of oil partial pressure on the rate of deeulphurisatiom 
was explained on th® assumption that oil moleoul©© are more stÆ’ongly 
adsorbed on the catalyst than hydrogen molecule®, and may preferentially
2.
cover part of the ©urfae© leaving less available for the dissociation 
of the hydrogem moleoul®® ^he adeorbed oil molecule Im more easily 
expelled from the siarfaoe at a higher hydrogom premeur#<, fhis eause© 
a reduction in the influeno© of oil preseuro at higher hydrogen 
partial pressures «
In order to establish the type of ohemleal reactions oeourlmg 
during hydrofiniag a© distinct from ©racking hydreagenation Hoog 
carried out a series of model experiments In which $yath@tlo blend© of 
sulphur compounds with sulphur free paraffin oil were subjected to 
hjdrofiningo The results obtained indicated that no methane or other 
light hydrocarbon is obtained, the reaction was In fact limi,t©d to a 
rupture of the ©a-rlbon-sulphur bond, and the hydrogen saturation of the 
free valencies& In all ease® (mercaptans, sulphide®, and aromatic 
thiophenes) virtually complete desulphurisatlon was obtainedo Wary
promising results were also obtained while autofining sulphur oompounde 
extra©ted from the gas oil by hjdrofluorx© acid* Theme compounds 
were dissolved in n-heptane; and the solution was ©ubjeoted to auto- 
finingo A sulphur reduction of 98 percent was obtained» loog further 
claimed that the sulphur eompoimde in light gam @11 consisted ef 30 
to 4Û percent simple thiophene© and 60 to 70 percent of homooyclie 
eonden@®d thiophenea »
Am a result of ©tudie® on the. hydrogenation of thiopWn© over a 
vanadium oxide aatalyct Eomsrewsky^*^ proposed that the meohanlem of 
this reaction involved th© formation of mercaptans and then butadiene
2 3 »
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Ob th© other hand, Kleram found that with tuB.g©ten and a molybdenum 
sulphide catalyst at low hydrogen partial prossure@ t@trahydrothlophen®
ws® formed* Th@ meohanisms proposed by Kieram to aoooimt for the 
effeot of laereasing hydrogen partial pressure are ae follows g"-
C^HgS
\ C .Eg 4 HgS
(a) -(ï- 2%
{^) G4H4S . 3Hg
(®) w 4- 41g  ^ ®4.®10 * ®8®
The tetrahydrothlophen© formed in the reaction (a) ©vemtually further 
deoomposem into hydrogen ©ulpM.de and bmtam©<, Sinoe It dwomposes 
tern time© faster than the thlopheme itself, at a auffiaient hydrogen 
partial pressure reaction (o) Im more evident«
It thus'. appears th;̂ t at sufficient hydrogen partial pressure the 
ultimata produet in both maohanism© ie the formation of hydrogen sulphide
m à  memml Wtsma» This theory 1# supported bj eviâeme© provided by 
B5o36
Io6o2 The process in prfictio©*̂
The amtofining prooems tea been applied ©atiafa©t@rily with light 
dietillata© and gae oils» Till now the main interest in the proeems 
from a ©ommercial point of view ha© been In the desulphurieation of 
lower boiling distillates, which require a relatively extensive 
refining treatment » The presence of mayhem®© in keroeines and light 
gas oil ha® , made it feasible to doBulphuris© them in this w&y»
Reeearoh carried out at Smibury resulted in the development of a very 
satisfaotorj dosulphurisation prooese ©apabl© of hamdling most distillât© 
feed stocks« The first large seal© unit of 3500 barrels per day 
capaoitj to handle and power keroeine came into operation im
1952 &t the Î landarey refinery of the national Oil Oompany»
The average on«@tr@am period was 800 hourm for gasoline procès sing, 
while 4OÜ hours were necessary for na^tha, kerosine, and tractor 
vaporising oil, and 200 hour® for bensin©, aromatic extracts, and gas 
oil» fh© regeneration was carried out with 8t#am=»alr mixtures «
#hen proceeding na^thas in the abov© unit at 780^F, 100 p©ig 
and with a spa## velocity of 5«0 vel/vel* hr», not only waa nearly 
complet® deeulphurle&tlon obtalmed, but also aa inoream# in ootane 
mtmber and improved lead response was reported» The sulphur content 
was reduced f^om 0»0Bl to 0»0007 percent»
Under the mam© conditions kermlm© containing OdS percent sulphur 
was purified t@ O0O04 percent» It® char-̂ valu© was also considerably
reduoedo The high sulphur content of tractor vaporising oil {Oo5T7 
percent) necessitated a lower spaco velooitj of 2»0 vol/volohr» The 
©ulphuj? content was reduced to 0*126 percent o la the eas© of aroamtlo
honsin© extract (0*295 peroeat sulphur) 98*6 poroent of the sulphm?
was removed and in the ease of gas oil {0*720 percent sulphur) fifty
percent removal wa© achieved»
A small commercial unit of 350 barrels per day capacity was 
installed at Grangemouth refinery for procesŝ ? ng a keroalne ©ulphxxr 
dioxide extract » By proeeesing at a temperature of tSO^F and a 
pressure of 100 psig and with a space velocity of 3*0 vol/Volohr*, a 
sulphur reduction from 1«04 percent in the feed to a product containing 
Oo45 percent wags obtained (56*6 pex-’oent)* The on-stream period was 
200 hours, and regeneration wa© carried out as before with &a air- 
etiream blaî t»
It ha© generally been agreed that the autofining @f higher boiling 
distillates and residual oil© Is^ifficult ^^techmlcally principally 
due to the frequent catalyst regeneration r@quir©m#nt (low on-stream 
periods) and the fact that the relatively low price obtainable for 
residual fuel oil© necessitates a very ©heap refining process* This
istate of affair® may not continue Indefinitely due both to growing 
concern about atmospheric pollution and future sh^-rta^^s of higher 
grad© fuelso
loî Purpose of
The pmrpcse af #i# study was to ©eleet typical residual fuel 
oil© aad to characterla© them as far ae possible, and them to make 
a ©tudy of their deeulphurlsation» To this end it was proposed to 
find the effeet of heat, ©atalyst® and hydrogen on the sulphur 
©ontemt of these oils* It was also intended to mate a parallel 
study with simple model sulphur oompoimda* Since in the above 
discussion it was apparent that the autoflnlag process offered am 
Internal source of hydrogen, it was hoped in the end to attempt to 
develop a prooes© for residual oil deaulphurlsation using naphtha 
fractions as a souroe of hydrogen»
^  ê ■ü
e:Y eus,
4%r@c reBldu&I oils woro obtained for -hho nivrpoiAc c:' ihic üiviy 




Origin ?:l©oô©ity I Sulpluir 4
Redwood Hen 1« I
at IOO'**ff I
Shell
Be©0 5 atmoQpIierle reBid?ie 
from Iraq, Gruâe *
2220
4450
Esso; atmospherlo residua 
from k lrki;:k ;3ruc© 3990




2.1 bs“-QrDinaiior uf Oil Snlnbnr Oemiani.
>j?î- .-.1'- - L . - U L . -̂'j-rtz rrcus* 1; . : - i.YAVrxc.z/.: ir/iffJ  z_rz .a'■•■»■' •• Jj
'\ niathcd for the d.aâo5?minatloH of the toi;al onlnhev
aifôtmx of snob oile hao toen warked oui-, Thic, is a i-:r.:liidoaiic-i 
I'l*of I'iiG mafhcwl ‘ applied fer the cieueriaxnasion of ĝ ulnhafe rU/i row 
waters, and ueee the Tlioroa indicator * It was found that the mew 
method had a considérable advantage over the osnvsBtional
36gr&vimotrie method  ̂ Detail® of 'f;h© method and the ^Dpŝ oprlate 
eaiauiEtioBB are given in the Appendix to this work«
2 8  V
The) mnlphML^ of the three ollm â ?© gli«i Im the Tahle 2o2
Table 2o2
i>«ro<î5mîaTre5:£rui,'ty:jtci‘9$<rr»y3t-îMW2s#$yterfa
Per@emta^@ Im the 011@e
i3t«iw?i4«CTtr£TJï5«,̂ '!S«î-:tirE.xs.ius:tor3r*TJrqft:?5î5£j0rrAît5rrt3Csr?i-'-'nÿT̂
1 *■*>■ I »■■■■« IWMf" W V*l > IIN &«M I* lj*J I Ml **«!%,
^ 0̂ -1 B i oil 0
1. B..28 4o08 4oî4
2., I 3o42 Î 4.18
3.35
Average I 3^34 I 4oI0 |
2o2 BeD^ratlom ©f Saturate &m# Aroma tie Praetiome ef Test 05,1© a 
The © atu%at@ and th© aromatie fra^tiome of eaeh oil n@re
separated using the ehromatographlo method^ described by Brook and
39Whitraan * «, The aetual praoedure 1© d@so:eib©d la the App#mdl%o A 
on© ĝ ram sample of oil warn taken for ©aeh dé tormina ti on * Th# reeults
are given In the Table 2^3 on the nezt page*
Brook and Whitman define the ©aturate fraction© a© naphthemem 
and paraffinsc The insoluble residue appeared to aonelet mainly
of carbon (ioOo petroleum coke) and ©mall amounts of mineral matter., 
â© it was determined by difference and wa© Ikfact the material 
Inseparable from the ohromatographio Qolumn^ it would of ©ours© 
in©lmde imaooounted-for errorso
29 '3'
Pe:i?©0Bt®g© anâ In Test Oils^
011 I%ï8ol%bl@ Residue 





The e-iatus?at© amd aromatl© obtained by the method
Indiemted in 2^2 w&^® farther ajaaljsed to determime their Bulphm? 
eemtemt by the method mmmtloned in 2«1, fh® ov@r«all sulphur 
baj.ms%e00 ar© 8he%% ±n the follcsm^g tabl©»
I 'a b lQ  B o „ 2 . 4





























Total 100,00 4« 130
Th@ ©hown in braoketo were obtained by difference «,
Th® results show that most of the sulphur sompoumds are 
aomG©mtrmt@d In t W  aromatio fraGtlom© of the oils, I© great 
Importaa©® should be attached to the sulphur ©ontent of the insolubl© 
residue olnoe Its weight was determined by differ©©©© and thus 
includes all the errors of the method.
31.
2*4 Detect ion amd Glasslfl cation of Sulphur Bompounda is Test Oils
^̂ -̂ _̂ h*-x£î5anTJ5==trr=;:r»Yumr:rRs4Knĵ .»vrcri>flss>e5a2î2»̂ ,ir?ari2fl:sz:ïA=̂ i:syA-5Xuŷ ^
aoThe methods developed by Karr for qualitative determination 
of sulphur Gompounds were applied here to attempt to detect tha tyi 




Detection of Sulphur Gompoimda
t»TyjÿLa?g3-.̂ rtitaari=frT.aiiiJXB=scret«Ta,/TS.y.ĵ -czy«xgjs»'d!atfj>cpja<.fc«ga3:t-
The oil (A) was dissolved in two parts by volime of carbon tetra- 
ehlorid© and observât lens were carried out as be lows-*







Oû5 îfil of the mixture 4- two drops of
2f» silver nitrate solution. On 
shaking white proolpltat© wa© formed
0,5 ffll of the mixture two drope of 
glacial aoetlo acid -o- two drops of 










Oo5 ml of the mixture 0,5 ml o f  
ethanol 4- two drops of 15ÿ eodiim 
hydroxide four drops of 10^ 
PIioaphomoIybcllG acids, After 
agitationy the aqueous layer changed 
from yellow to green,
0,5 ml of the mixture two drops of 
10̂  phosphomolybdl© acid* The 







2 ml of the solution 4 two drops of 
2^ silver nitrate were agitated and 
e©Btrifus©d« The hydrocarbon layer 
was oolleotedg and 10 small granules 
rf wero fîdded - tzra^ drcpf. of
glacial acetic aold* The mixture 
was refluxed for a few minutes and 















Oo5 ml of the mixture three drop© of 
nitric acid and one drop of E%80^ 
on® drop of lOfo phosphomolybdie aaSdo 
Mo yellow precipitate wa© obtained^ but 
a dark gelatinous mass was formed.
2qO ml of the solution 4 two drops of 
nitric aoid three drops of 10^ 
phoBphoïïiôlybdia aoid, fellow 
précipitate formedg but disappeared 
on shaking
   ... -ti
2o0 ml of the solution -a- throe drops of 
sulphuric acid were agitated for a few 
mimitee, Tha orange ooXoisr in the 





The numerals and letters given in the left hand oolmm of the 
above table refer to Karrs original oXassifioatlon of groupe, These 
obsarvation© war© carried out only on the test oil A. Since the 
result® war© in most place® rather inoonoluslvep the eohom© of 
analysis was mot applied to the other two oils. It would appear 
that Karr analysis 1© mot really applicable to residual fuel oils.
m of the Test Oils.
The ®®@arbom distribution®® and so called ®®rlng contents®® of the 
test oil© wer© determined by the normal dp E®® and d"
.41method®"*"̂  « The pereentage number© of carbon atoms im parafflmi© 
etruotur©) maphtheuio structure@ and aromatic structure were 
calculated by the methods shown in the Appendix. Tim refraotlvo
o.index (n) and the density (d) were determined at both 20 6 and 70 0
by Abb© emû accurate pycnomûter, respectively, The
/ J&2molecular weights were determined by a modification of leltlers ’ '
eWllIfme'Wr. The meoemsary calculation of the molooular weight ie
incXudad in the Appendix, The kimematlo viscosity (V. ) of the %mu%
oils at 2 0 %  wa© determined by means of a standard reversiv^flow 
43viscometer
aftt-







B,®fe“a6i;iv© ladaai Boasit.v | Hoi. Wt.l ?is©cssit,v.
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The results of Table 2,6 were used to calculate the structural 
group analysi© by the two well-Imown methods, T&m results chtalacd 
from the dg E at 70% are ehoim in Table 2ol'l ^ specimen 
calculatism is included Im the Appendix,
« / “ij Q
JR.
Table 2,7



















where 3*- ® Percentage carbon atoms in Aromatic struouur©^
ea Î9 IS  ̂ MapMhenic
gg ÇP M Ring
%
m e? 14 Faraffiui© ^
\ - Total aromatic ring©.
&  “ 59 a&phthemio
M s Tot&l rings 0
The ©truatural group analysis ©stimated from the nomograph given 
Im the standard work by Boelhouwer and Gornellseem^^ using the n@ 








The âiffercncsas between the result® given bj the two method® ar 
Bhomn In the Table 2,9,
Table 2*9
Oil % ®a & ®'J? M
Â «='0©5 "̂ 2o45 4Êo3 C-Î, 
'**' '
™0o34 +0,50 tOo260 -17
B 4̂ 1*02 "S*Q o5^ •̂ 1©94 ™0o24 +0.325 •̂ OoOS ^13
0 <.0o@9 4̂ 2*63 *î-0oO6 +0.170 •̂ 0.33 i-lB
Where th® method gave a higher result th© dlffereao© i@
preeeedeâ by a plm® sign, and am excessive value by a mim®.
It may be meem that on the whole the m-d'-B method gave ©lightly
higher result® but in general the two sets of figure© mtm s&tisfaotorlly
©Ice©,
fh@ ©arbon and hydrogen oemtemt© of the teet #ilm were ale© 
determined together with their mmloar magnetic spectra«, The latter 
were obtained @n the Perkim Ulmer Modal 10 of 40 M*0* The results 










Â 85*08 II068 3*34 100*00
B 84*24 II066 4*10 100*00
a 84*24 11*63 4*13 100*00
V7
Table 2*11
— _ p 1





mArnWi n iAi* iH, %i*w, wm #ti| i, w'.# ;
VA Aromatio acm—
Aromatic - --- ---- 1
A 6 ,5 93.50 32%, 16 67*64 4*93 0*725 O' W A33*5 55 *491
B 5,02 94*98 34 «04 55,96 5*90 0<.588 ®40,6®67,2®,6â8j
G 5»9'i 94.08 35.52 54‘̂48 5ol5 0*637 m -ra’ r*a j42»T fi ,80J
Im the fable 2 ©11 th$ peroentage ©f hydrogen amd @f
nc&n*-»®mati0 hydrogen estimated from the EoM*R© Spectrap are 
laoluded together with corresponding averag© valme® for carbon 
already obtained by structural group amalyala » fha aromatic and
B©n«-'®®?omatic oarbon-hydrogem ratios oalomlable from these result® 
are lm@lmded iia the table* While realising that residual f%ml ©11 
will contain a vast range of different moleoulwg it is useful to 
©alculat© % ®o-oall©d formula for a hypothetical average molecule ; 
that may be considered to ooastltut© the mafraotionetod oil© A 
specimen oaloulatlon ie given in th© Appendix and the result© are
37 «
2o6 Dlsomas1on &
The experimental results obtained for th© three test oils in
general mhom them to he rather similar In oonetltutlon,_ particularly
the latter two is|pplt® of their different© In origin* The aulphur
balances of the ©ils show that 80 to gO percent of the total sulphur
is oonnected to aromatic structure whioh constitutes more thm% half
of the weight of the oil* The presence of high percentage of
aromati© sulphur ©ompouBd© in the heavy ©ils has already been
45indicated by ©there ,
fh© structural group analysis of the oils leads to the same 
oonoliisiOBf^in particular the pero©ntag©^oarbon atoms in aromatic 
structure (G«) is remarkably similar, This analysis also shows that 
about 40 to 50 percent of the total carbon in the oils is in the form 
of ring etruetures and that these aromatic sulphur compoimdB 
likely to be Im the form of condensed ring®. It appears therefore 
that moat of the sulphur atoms in the oile are linked to oondensed 
e^omatlo struelïur©® of high molecular weight and therefore any 
p!iiysi©ai separation prooeee, @qg, solvent extraction g to remove 
sulphur compounds must neoessarlly also remove a large bulk of the 
oil* It is not possible to obtafji a very high mulphur-contalmlng 
aona@ntrate or to remove a large proportion of the sulphur without 
breaking up ©homioal structures,
3o PBB&imim&aY PIROimSIS STUDIBS
Orne of th© ©implest ü̂&grG of %r@aklag a ehemloa]. stmmtmre ±b to 
ImBt th® material t© a higk tompeeature, Siaok a pyjeol̂ fsls wh@m 
applied to h^â^oearbem materials om am industrial @oal0 1© Imowm am 
thermal ©raoklBg®® o
It wae daoided to make a preliminary lawstlgsit 1 om of the ©ffeot 
of mild thermal ©raekimg on the Bul-phm? montant of the oil and on 
the distribution, of sulphisr miong the produot^ of the pyrolysio^
3ol Gemeral Desorlptiom of the âoparatus,
The apparatus oonolsted of three parts (a) the feeder (b) the 
reaotor and (e) the oolleotlng dewloe for the produot^ The design 
of the feeder is ©homi In the Figure 3ol while the aotual connection 
of the feeder to the reactor is shown in the general Figure 3o2o
One of the ©pen arms of the feeder xm,m connected to a supply of 
nitrogen from a cylinder through a calibrated manometrle flaw motor* 
During the run a constant flow of nitrogen into the reactor was 
maintained by this means * fli© other arm was connected to a pressure 
equalisation tube and manometer* A small thermometer pocket was 
situated in the centre of the feeder, and during a run a thermometer 
w m  fitted into plao©* The volume of the feeder at different levels
was shown by a graduated tap® fised on the outside of the wall of 
the feeder* % e  stopcock of the feeder was fitted with a poly te tr#^
'TÙ
flu^thylene plug* The plug had an tension finger and when the 
plug was turned the finger moved over a calibrated flaw eoale»








laDo of one The deeigB of the rc&otor is ahowa ia th©
figure 3o3o The realtor was fitted with am lamgitudiaal thermo- 
oowple peoket of 8mm I«Do tube^ amd was kept Im a wrtioal position 
In an ©lectrio. tub© fiMaee 30«5 inahes long and with am internal 
diameter of 2«5 InoheSe A ahromel-^alum®! thermoeenple was fitted 
Imt© the pocket® The bottom of the reactor was connected to a 
spiral water«-fill©d condenser which wa© intended to oool and 
condense the cracked oil vapours in a collecting flask* The gases 
feom this flask were led through a spiral into a pair of If-tufoe© 
whlfôh ®tood in beakers containing acetone and solid carbon dlo3:ld®c 
The gases leaving th© 0-tubes were passed through am aqueous solution 
of cadmium sulphate aontaimsd in a gau-absorbing bottle*
3o2 Temperature Distribution of the Furnace *
The equilibrium temperature existing at different points along 
the length of the furnace waa determined by means of a travelling 
calibrated thermocouple* The temperature at each two inches of 
length was obtained at three suitable electric current settings and 
the reading® plotted a© shown in Figure 3*4* It may be seen that 
the temperature was slightly higher at the two ends of the furnaoe 
to am extent of about 7 ^ 2 than at the middle position* This 
would all#Wg however for cooling by radiation otOop from the end© 
of the furnace and thw the middle twenty inches of the furnace 
would provide almost constant temperature condition® along that 
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3o3 ïiismal Orækimg of th@ Oil oa ©lass at 430”’g <,
Tto reaetÆS? filled with 20 Imohem of gla&G helloes supported 
om gl8@8 wool as shown in ̂ igur® 3*5* The temperatm^® was brought 
to the required valme while nitrogen was passed throt'tgh the reaotor* 
The tost oil â was them rim in feom the feeder for two hours under 
the following oonditionsg*-
lea©tor temperature ^ 430^0
Oil flow rate ^ 2^0 gm/mln*
.fltrogen flow rate - 0c006l ft^/mlm at lof^Fo
ThB hydrcgBB sulphide oomlmg #ff with the exit gages warn absorbed
in tmi peroent oadmium sulphate solution^ and ooll@et@d for three
periods during the rim« The ©ulphur wae then determined
3f
bj the standard loP* method o tt© oil collected la the oomdenser 
reeovery-flaak was analysed for sulphur by the method deseribed in the 
Appendixo The percentage removal of sulphur from the oil baaed on 
the hydrogen sulphide analysis was compared with the same removal 
found by determining sulphur oontent of the liquid produotg and the 
eomparlBOB i© recorded belong-
Sulphur removal, f̂ ora oil (baaed on E^S analysis) g3 12,30^ 
Sulphur removal from oil (based on liquid produot) I6 o20^
It may be seen that^ although there is some dleerepaney between 
the results possibly due to sampling dlfflGultieg* mild thermal 













3 e3 ol Material on thermal
cw«=a*tMava;MA:5rt3rM%i]4iz:Pl=%f«CK!%z=:ij% 1:123 i:iA%cMwacaaa33itc:TFfaTaA3=3aifL̂
''fh® qver-all mat«sria,î 'balano© of t'ti© above pro&ûùB wa@ 
determined« The realtor was heated to 150 G 5 and bengene was vim 
through to oolleot ben^en©«»®olmbl© material « The heaven© e%traet 
wa® heated to remove the solvent and the residue weighed® The 
Inoreae® in weight of the raaotor itself gave the petroleum eoke 




.ijtUJaa’A.T:jAiAaïigicgrgiaca^'*i;atjjüsgraft«;yjna»Kgassjfnaî ;̂ !ua û%T̂t ’̂.igavûv:i.tmaga?tti::»fiiTaaar̂
Input Oil Output % Recovery
240000 gm Oil = 209*60 87*10
Bens@na soluble To20 5:00
Petroleum 00k© 25 16 Û 04 6o?0
V " 0 0 64 0o26
Loss 6 o52 2.94
Total ® 240.00 #& Total 240.00 100*00
3 o3o2 Smlnhur balane© on thermal oraokl
*mgt:æywtjJiu«w»;gWlJ-xJsrj«y<!5aECîs3jr/'ûg33JÆftiaigtf.trTrâ  ̂ mrripi3=g;ücfi±3Czr5;a™LCftcwaca«2z*?=vyaz3aa%jLV*i±)â
W^om the sulphur determinations on various produot© an overall 




Based qu 100 gm of oil
percentage sulphur la Input oil ^ 3*34 
" " Output oil 2 085















The results showed an unaccounted for sulphur loss of about 
11oO percent. This could b© accounted hj ina©cura©l©B in the 
sampling of the hydrogen sulphid@»0oatalalag ga® and other 
mcperlmeatal errors*
of the Oil ©a Gcpper at 43-Q!̂ G®
The glaee helleee la the reactor \wrm replaced with I50 #m# 
of pur© copper foil cut into small pieces of approximately ̂  inch 
@%uar@o Thlm weight of foil occupied th© mam© volume m  the glass 
hellc#B used in the previous experiment* The run condition® 
io©o temperature feed ratê , etc.9 were m  before.
The run was carried out over three hours p and the product oil 
m ü  oolleoted in separate increment© every fifteen minute®. Th©
/■f 3 o
mulphmr content of eaeh fifteen minute fraetiom mim determined and 
the result® are shown Im the Table 3 «3* I© cadmium ©mlphlde was 
precipitated Im the ga# bottle indioating that no hydrogen sulphide 
had ©soaped ;from the reaetor. When the ©opper foil was removed 
from the reactor at the end of the run. it wmm found blaokened due 
to the formation of copper sulphide. The total sulphur content of 
the fell was determined by the method described in the Appendix.








1 o 0«*cal̂ 0 3 * 3 4 2>A2 27.6
2 o lg»_30o * " ’ 03 1 g »  40 28.1
3c j 30'™“*45 ̂ GO 1 8 »  3 6 29.4
4* 1 ea 2 „ 1 S 3 5 , 4
5 o  ■ S O ^ j y go 2„09 3 7 . 6
6 o ?5_go* 1 00 2»09 3 7 . 6
T o 90- - 105* 00 2.06f 38.6
S o 105- - I 201 B9 1 2 . 0 6 38.6
9 o 120— 1350 I t 2.08 37.8
10. 1 3 5 ^ - 1 5 0 « OO 2.05 3 8 . 5
l l o 150— 1 6 5 ' ] 1 to g .05 3 8 . 5
12* l 6 5 ^ ™ l S 0 * I 03 1 g .05 3>.5
3 «>4















B&lanee « , Thermal Oraaklmg on Ooppas’
iUjCatîl53ï-.ZîU5îW5;'SCTipî «™':îî-=!̂ ™̂«Ĉ Ii'Ŝ r'T̂ ?̂ 3:îi™‘:̂ >̂t3ïrr*=Sï&jM*±îi=TriQ5!±î̂ #'JS5Maî=’as=ter:&̂ injijsa^gsikwjgte-jararortaafa!*
©B 100 @a of oil
SulpMr ©ont^nt© Im pü^eâmot© 
Peroontag© sulptax^ Im output oil ^ 2*060
Per^amtag© aalphmr in ^enGomo Bolmbl®
proâuot




T@tai m 3o34 gm
Output P©s?©ontag@ Bulphuj? 
Xn fea@ti®n
a loT450Output @1








3o5 Sfas Bffaet of CoBpex* Coatset 'J?l®s oa S
the T©s1} Olio
The ©ffeat of ©omtaot time \^b determined \y taking a mow had 
of ©opper foil* The total volume oooupied by 150 grams of ©oppor 
waa obtained by water dlsplaoememto The corresponding volume 
obtained ft*om the true density for this amount of ©opper wa# 
subtracted from the former total volume * The bed voidage was thuB 
obtaiRiedp and heme© the residence time for ©aah flow rate wa© 
calculatedo The calculation 1© shown in the Appendix* The realtor 
temperature and nitrogen ga© flow rate were kept oonsta^nt for all 
succeeding rmiBo l3aoh run was carried out for two how?8 p and the 
extent of d@suIphuri®ation determined from th© analysis of the 
product oil*
e results are tabulated below*
Table 3_o6 
Bffect of Gomtact Time
*&Ar>>ies=tf y:ga:asrravt3faTr;ryar=T.grtt‘V'gaL!rif3
cawi f jTW«BiSgy,T<»~;p<«»1~ri.TJiLijiu-gfC «=■**<***■* »>tAtMLjaarK»Mfsa,̂ -Tmv?-rgjMh*T»«
'i’j/act* 0^1 liesideno© time in Sulphur weight

















The Sîffect of .Repeated Gomtaet _with_0%pm?*
The last nine fift©©n-Bdm\t© ©aa^lee ©f the m m  described in
Section 3̂ >4 wore collected together and this mixed oil w&8 utilised
to determine the further sulphur remotral possible hy a series of
contact© with fre©h ©ample© of oopper foil* teperimontal conditions?
were a© before *
The results are tabulated below*
le 3.1




















lo 31« 2,06 1«02 39*32 (
2o 69” 2,02 2,02 ail 39.32
3o 93“ 2,02 2,02
r«wiirt iwcaaa >
mil 39*32
Xt was foundj; as shoœ above ̂ that the copper foil @<mld mot 
reduce the smlphw content to any material extent by further contact© 
after the first run<. It would appear 'therefore that chemle&l 
ecpilitelum for the reaction between the ©ulpite ccmpmmde in the oil 
and the cepper wag -virtually reached Im about thirty ©ecomds of 
contact time *
41o
3 o 7 BiscasBion *
This pyrolysis study was Intended to find the
©xt©at of dosulphurisatioia of the test oil by thermal cracld.ng at 
a temperatî&re range which would be used in later hydrodesulphurisation 
studiess
A removal of 16*2 percent of the sulphur in the oil at a 
temperature of 430^0 and in contact v/itH relatively inert gaseous 
s*a%'fac08 establishes that hydrogen produced by the craoking wag? 
hydrogenating the sulphur compounds to produce hydrogen sulphide o.
The possibility of thermal decomposition of complex thiophene© is 
not likely even at 1500% (1227%) as has been shown in the figure Id. 
The logarithm of equilibrium constant for the decomposition is highly 
negative at 430%*
It was felt that the 'thermal cracking prooess and the production 
of hydrogen sulphide would mot necessarily hav© reached egulllbrium 
in the contact time possible in the apparatus*
Thus a catalyst was sought which if possible would also b© a 
chemical material capable of removing hydrogen sulphide from th© 
system g so that the hydrod@0ulphurisa.ti on reaction could go to 
completiono Doudqn^^' mentions the us© of copper^^ in the estimation 
of sulphur from chemical compounds * In view of this pure copper 
foil was uu'̂ ©d for the subsequent thermal cracking experiments* It 
v m  foimd that using the ssBia experimental condition© a© with glac® 
hello©© the copper foil caused the removal of 38 to 39 percent of
the ©ulphiar in the oil* This ttet» the ©cpper is either g
promoting the thermal craoking of the hydrooarbonm which produces 
the l\yds?og©n for the subsequent hydrodeBulphurlag&tlon^ os? Is 
acting as an abser^mt for hydrogen ©ulphld® and effectively 
reducing It® partial pressure and thus promoting the hydrogenation 
of the eulphur compoundBo Possibly both effects take pl&oe to 
©om® extent*
Bince it was found that repeated contact of the treated oil 
with fiarther amouî-àts of fresh ©opper at 430% did not produce further 
sulphur removalg it would appear that the treated ©11 vme now stable 
to ©racking at 430%  or that all the sulphur ©ompowmds that could 
W  hydrogenated imiiê  the experimental conditions had been removed 
by the earlier treatment* It is possible that further sulphur 
removal could b® achieved by carrying ©ut> the thermal ©rmok3,ng 
prooess at a higher temperature 5, but this would markedly Increase 
loss of oil as carbonthue It was not felt suitable to oontlnu©
4o
Im  tte previous ©ectiOB it m m  shown that only a limited 
amount of hydrogen could b© obtained by thermal cracking at 430% « 
This was ©efficient to hydrogeaate only about fojfcty percent of 
the sulphur oompoimde *
.fro® s ©ôMideration of the^ ometry ®f the ©ymtem» an
oil containing percent (??/w) ©ulphur would require 2S/32 grams 
of hydrogen to react with the emlphmr i n -100 grams of oil*
In a fuel oil of the following analysis " g
0 ^ 85*1, M 10*9 and 8 - 4P
removal of all the sulphur am hydrogen sulphide would give in
theory a residual oil oontaining Q ^ B9«35^ H 2= 10o6fi* However
owing to the matwre of the thermal oraoking prooee© the
dehydrogenat 1 on of the oil cannot normally come about without 
Blmmltaneoue depositian of oar boss g and this result© in a los© of
valuable material* It is therefore necessary to add to the
system another petroleum fraction whioh o %  be â©hjdr©g©nated to 
a useful material $ mad provide eufficieat hydrogen to remove all 
the sulphur from the heavy oil m  hydrogen sulphide*
The parts of thl© work which follow have been arranged to 
study the various aspects of such a proo@8G8 vis * ̂ tk@ 
dehydrogematlon of suitable hydrocarbon, hydrogenation of thiophene 
and the selection of a suitable catalyst combination which would 
permit both reactions to be carried out oonseoutlvoly in, the ©n© 
system i,
50c
4 crI .GataXyti© Activity,
It iB Vawmi that cert&lm metals and.th©lr mldsB ar© suitable 
kydrogamatImg and de’aydrogenating catalyst©* This 1@) ©ss'ooiated 
both with their ability to adsorb hydx^ogan and with the ©loctroaic 
©onfiguraticn of the metal atom* If one consider© the ? and 
V% période of the Periodic Table g it 1© found that with the tramsitlom 
element© the 3d g 4d and gd oi%ital© are unfilled* With © m h  
elements adsorption of hydrogen take iU m b  at a high rat@ and the 
amount adsorbed oorrespanda to the coverage & f a largo part of the 
metal aurfaoe*
The specific catalytic aotivlty of much &n element ±b associated 
with the bond energy between the hydrogen and tlm metasX surface^
and the number of mmalx'ad “VP' ©l©©t:eons* It %b foirnd that tho
activity pamae© through a maximum vis.c? Beandiism and Titanium have 
little activity9 faaadium through to Hick©l are active9 and Copper 
which has a oompletaly filled shell has again little activity* 
Hydrogen 1© not ohemlsorbed on copper to any great extent until 
a, temperature in ©xaeos of 40O G i© reached*
lolling and have measured to adsorption of hydrnngen
mi various transition metallic oxide© at different tempers tiares *
The result© are sb/mirn im Table 4 ol«
9a%ïà'4ài
Adsorption of HMrogem on letsl Oxide©*
Oatalyst Tempera t?.;ire
100®C 200 *̂0 3oe®o 4oo®e
—urn,.,,*.
450‘“c
0©s adsorbed per 100 g?ram'a catalyst
wwiiMwa*w4ew<ir *4*11 Willie lie x=:̂ w«CrfT:.«y«r>*ie7i»sjn'̂ ,ir-r<i.Mi,'>ywii*Ttî i
? oxide 2'T 30 1 490 1 1950 1574
Gr oxide 152 280 1 400 1 39a 385
W oxide 3 76 57 1 38 210
Fe ox.lde 40 80 3S0 1816 1800
0© exid© 613 993 1014 1013 1013
It In  to b# anticipated that the oxide© will mhiw mmnimmi 
Owtadyti# activity at I'h© temperature of msximma hydrogen adsox^itiOB* 
Im the hydrdg'enation. of sulpLmr ©ompound© eulphur^ aenmitive 
©atalys‘«;» have to  be avoided* Smûi Bulphur sensitive ^atalymts 
are exemplified by IroBg cobalt and, mlekel metal or oxides * Tlva 
active hydrogem^ti033 ©iteo of suah catalyst er® readily poisoned 
by traces of sulphur and also by organic peroxides % d  mmaturated 
polymers which b® present in petroleum products* Sulphur-- 
inoonsitl're oatalysts include vanadium « ohromimm 9 t%mgatea and 
molybdenum oxide® and sulphides * Thee© oatalŷ sts dig?pl®y their 
maximum activity only at relatively high temperatures, but are 
quit© activ© in the temperature range employed for hydrodoeml-phur- 
lejatlOBo
Tungsten â iB u lp h iâ e  i s  a  strm%g hy^jteogeaat 1 o n  &md hydro--
craekifâg <̂ ataXyB‘è m&y bs active "than 5TCli5%â@m?mo X"è aa;?'
aloo be u&eâ fer olefia hyd.rog@natien and for 'iâ̂jù hydrogénation cf 
aromatic®*
Ext©BBive use of a coh5lSî '̂malyb8.©iaum type eatRlyen,; la maâ© In
"àhe industrial Ê>ytecâ0eulphUriBatic;a of tho oeiphtha and light ga-
iiollp Sine© ftills in the 4d ' tra-nsitlon sorlea an-d,
ohroaàutii aad timgaten Im the 3d.'"'' aad 5 '̂ ’ rosipoa uivelŷ ? th# last twn> 
elements also eeulâ 'be ©atisfacueriXy ntilised fer such 'pro5c:.'Sf=cu. 
esinadium being In the etst-e ©Mould also bea-r c olUiee ro&oc!mb’=.orsu 
to ctesmim in its oata-lytio activitŷ .
iÆî̂o ©xides ef five elements were seleated ast possible suitable;-
eatalystm^ These wero vanadlim^ tuagstan- molyhdeaum^ ehromlur
'%/â cobalt oxidosc Ail the reagents useâ-were o;f amalytioa). ĝ j?ade..
4»2*l_ Preparation of ¥anadl® Oxide (¥,.15̂ .)*
Excoas ooncentrsvfted ai trio aoid wao oarefully aâd<sd a hot
$at%ra'b.gà solution &f ammonium motavanadato (lîfl̂ ¥0 ,, )* fàe darke ,lr
bromi preolpltate wa© filtered and washed until freed from nitrate..
oIt was then dried at I20'G* When required^ the powder was slightly 
dsmpeneâ with water aad made into pellets by means ©f a ph^irmacèmtioa? 
palleting machine « The pellets' had an av©raga. thiate©&^© c'f 1/8 *̂“ 
smâ. a dlamater of 3/l6““«
3 b  o
4o2«t Freparatlm of TumgRtGm üxide
Tf5=:::y;LWMMr:-T-Tr- ntî jAĉ ^zrw/rẑ hftu; T;ac;t=:;3==3:a?=P̂ :;wi':t4%MrüA%w.icw_̂ r̂ t:t̂ :a::3tL=::itr.i,? j;ri;:r3üf KGi3:A:z2r̂ ^
tuiagstat® .(.TÔ  solution was treated as abov©*
The précipitât© ?ja© yellow*
4*2*3 Préparation pf„MDljMoBum Oxido. (MoO_}*
Ifâ̂ soBlum molylulat© solution warn treated a® above *
à white praolpitat© was obtaiaad wbloh gradually turned to yellowc-
4itg.aiBagsaësgÉltmjoOtoÉimio^
Both th© oxides were e'htalmed a® ©Mck* Before me® the powder 
was dampened with water and pelleted as Wfore*
173*5 grams of tungsten oxide and 100 gTamB of 'mnaXLiim oxide g 
prepared as above^ were thoroughly mixed and the mixture pelleted^
The above qmmtitlea r/ere calculated to give & volume peroentage 
ef each component in the mixture of 50 percent*
A L g Æ _ Æ E m g _ Ê C m ii@M ^
Each hatch of pellets was dried in an oven at 120% and there- 
after In a furnace to 000 900%  for three hourR* » This gave a
©table and strong pellet ; except Im the ease of v&nadium oxide ( ¥^0  ̂) 
which was later found to give a stable pellet by heating to 700% * 
4i3, B©hyteog©\mtloa of Oyelohexano and of a Haphtha Fraotipm*
The reactor ue©d in the preliminary studieŝ  m s  agalm meed 
here but with some mc?d:lfieatian visas-'
(a) The feeder was replaced by a ^Moslmg pump" (type MBBE-T2 
by Watson Marlow Ltd*)
o.
(b) The bydrogem sulphide ahaorbinfie flaek im© dLwliaatedo 
(#) A mamifold and ©©ri©@ of gags ©ampling bottles ©OBMOted 
with a vacmum pump warn attached to the ga@ outlet 11b®o 
(d) A wet teat ga© meter was also fitted to the gam outlet 
line*
During the earlier work it had been found difflmlt to 
obtain a sufficiently low feed rat© of oil 1*0 #a/mln)*
This difficulty was overcome by introducing a dosing pump whose 
flow rate oould b© easily adjusted from 0*5 ml to 0*1 ml per minute 
by selecting a suitable thin diameter neoprene tub© a© feed line* 
ThiB Is shown in the Flgure4ol* On© end of the neoprene tub© was 
fixed to a burette--type graduated tube* while the other ©nd was 
connected to a hypodermic needle* The needle was pushed through 
a serum oap fitted to the top of the reactor? the flow of feed 
material was from the needle point Into the reactor*
In order to obtain a continuous analysis of the hydrogen 
sulphide? two absorbing flask® were connected in parallel through 
a single two-way stopoook* This is also ehown in the general 
diagram Flgur04ot9t* Im order to analyse th© product gasas a series 
of gas campling- bottle® wore attached to the outlet line through a 
manifoldo Tho gas meter was Intended to measure the total quantity 
of off gaeaa* The loss in recovery due to the aampl#
oolleetlon of gas was also tbua accounted for*
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A Ghromlim oxide-sulphlde 33o0
B ?anaâiw 24 o4





W 1 ^Vanadium -î- Tungsten ! 17 <.70
A mixture of 173 c 5 grams of timgaten oxide and 100 grams of
vanadium oxide to get 50 percent volume of eaeh catalyst»
4 o3«2 Ra^ Material nsed*
The oyelohesame used warn an Analar grad® reagent obtained from 
BoDoE* It© purity wa® reported to be 9 9ogB peroent* When
paeead through an F - 11 Perkin Elmer gas chromatograph using a
. 0 .8^1 di“'phenyl oolmm at 120 Gg no other
wasj observedo
 ̂except that of the
Tb.9 naphtha fraction was ©htaiB0d locally and was Imowa as 
LPB-lOO with a- sulphL̂ j? content of 0@5
% o  phjsi@al;|r oharacteriatlos of- the naphtha wor© as follow© 
Bolling rang© c= 40 to (the- distillation' ciir̂ Q prepared
according to loF 123 l0 giv©n in FlgBiir©- Belo-
Specific gravity^' 60/60^Pp (loPo59) 0
S'"’
Eean molecular weight (l-»?,
4o3o3 Ma3^Bifs of ProduotBo
Initial d©hjdrog©nation temts on e^olohé^ane in this apparatus 
mhowod that the liquid' product was hen^on©'and small'traces of 
i\yoloh0s:©n©o This-' made- it possible to analyse quantitatively th© 
d©hydrog©nat-©d product by means' of a refractive indes: determination 
and- to cheek this by gas chromatographs A. standard curve- of 
refractive Indices at 2Q^Q- over a- rang© of mixtures of- oyolohexan© 
and bensen© was prepared* - ■ Simllaxdîy calibration p©ak® for the 
#m.m© mixtm^©©- wer© recorded by means of the- B-ll- FerkiB Blmer gas 
chromatograph«
The extent of dohydrogenatlom ©f naphtha was determined by 
gam chromatographic analyisis of the exit games obtained- from' the 
reacting ŝ rstem̂ ,’ In this case- a* Perkin' Elmer chromatograph IfOp 452 
with B' siliea* ©olum at' $0̂ #' wa© us©d' '«, 21©' other- permanent gas
©scoopt hydrogen- wa© shown on the record obtained* ' A- suitable- 
calibration curve- for hydrogen- was- prepared*
4 o3û4 É©a©tiO'ii Froeedurei ancl BeamltSo
3g€sfor© ©a©h â@hyâreg@matloa rim th© ©@l©©t@à vclum© of catalymt 
pallets wa© activat®d lu the reactor :1e a slow ®tr©am ©f liiydrogen 
( 0*0003 at 20^ü) for à period ©orresponàiiag te ©n© hour per
ml of ©atalyst volmmog wM.Ie th© temperature was slowly raioed to 
400^0 o Birring this aotivat:lon period all the oxide ©atalysts were 
©mlphided by treatment either with thlopheme or with hydrogen sulphide 
Gatalysts â and B were smlphided by hydrogenating thiophen©
{$$3 v/t/ of thiophen© :m bensen©) at. 400^0 at a flow rate ©f
Oo5 ml/min and a hydrogen flow rate of 0*002 The thlophen©^
b#m0@ne mixture wa® started at the halfway point of the activation 
period and continued until a steady maximum flow of hydrogen
sulphide appeared in the exit gases from the reactor* This
8ulphiding occupied about four to six tours*
The remaining ©atalyst© (0 to F) ware ssulphid©d from tlm half­
way point of the activation period by a slow stream of hydrogen 
aulphild© f%"om a cylinder* This flow warn again ©ontlmued until no 
further absorption of hydrogen sulphide took pla@©*
If at any time the flow of hydrogen had to be interrupted it 
wa© replaced by a similar flow of purified nitrogen* At the end 
©f the activation period the flow of hydrogen was replaced by 
purified nitrogen^ which was them passed during th© dehydrogematiom 
rm% ©omtinuously at a rate) ©f 0*0061 The fmmac©
température was them adjusted to the required value for the rm^ and
the liquid to be dshjdroganatod was passed into tb.© reactor at a 
rate o f 0*5 ml/mim and it© flow continued for two hm&z©« -Bm 
observât lone were as folflowss-
(i) For GvoIohexaKio rm m ^ Four* half-hour sample© of liquid 
product were collected and the refractive index of each ample 
measured* The four samples were then oomhlîied and a gas 
chromaitographio analysis x?a© mad© on a sample of the mixture *
(ii) Fm? najohtha run©* The total volume of exit gas prodmeed was 
measured and gas ehromatographio analysis mad© on snap samples 
collected after every 20 minutes. An average analysis was 
calculated from the values found for @a-ob. s i x  gas samples*
l u  calculating the total volume of gas produced at HolkP* allowance 
was E\ad© for the volume of gas lost in snap sampling* A typical 
sot of experimental values fer a eyelohexame run and for a naphtha 
run are reoorded in tables 4*3(1) and 4«3(ll)&
Bohjdrogenatlon runs were carried out on each of the oatalyste 
with various volimies of catalyst in the reactor and at various 
temperatures as shown in the .following tables*
59 a
4,4
In the hamd column of tabley the letters (a) to (f)
Blgnify the following j, viss-
(a) ©ignifies the m©an residence time (seconds)*
(b) signifies percentage (w/w) decomposition of cyclohexan® 
determined by refr&Gtlve index*
(c) signifies percentage (w/w) décomposition of ojclohexane 
determined by gas chromatography*
(d) signifies the beasone gram moles produced par 100 gram moles of 
cyclohexan© fed*
(©) Bigsiifies the hydrogen gram moles produced per 100 grâ s moles of 
©yc1©hexan© fed o
(f) signifies Loĝ K̂;̂  K®  ̂ the partial pressura
ratio determined from the experimental valueso
ïabïa 4.3Cà)
O,DohvdroRGnatlom of by Oatalyst at 400
Cyelohexan© flow rate 
Bit??Qgon flow rate 
Folum© of catalyst
Oo5 ml/miu*
0.-0061 ft.-Vmiî-A a-6 g,!’.®
== 4808 ml -,
Tima
(min)
20 _m_ ox a amp le Poreantag©
De 0 omp os i 11 oï?.
______ w/æ ....
Gag Gbrornatograph 
( dee omrj os i t ;l on )
0 -30* 1*4484 40.50 ;
30 ™ 600 1.4492 40.70 40*80 i
60 - 90^ 1*4493 40.90 i:
90 - 120* 1,4493 40 ..90 ??f
:Avara-ga de*oompo@itlon = 4 0.705J
Dehydrogena11on^of Maphtba by G ^ t a l y p t a
M&phtha flow rata « 0*5 ml/min*
Hitrogen flow rate - 0*006X at MolkP
Volume of catalyst #8*8 ml*
■fim® of ruB ~ 120 mine*
}Mu%aiu?eà outlet gas volume ™ 1*206 f iB  at H.,ToF
Snap ga-B sample volume == 250 mlH St 20®C s 0.0079 ft'"' at g.i',,;:










0 - 2QC 38.4 .0032 .080 sg
20 " 40^ 41.3 .0034 .086 1
40 - 60« 41.8 .0034 .087 ?
60 - 80̂ 38*9 .0032 .081 1
80 - 100^ 40*8 ,0034 .085 iÎ
100 ™ 120'' 41.3 .0034 .086 27
Total 1*206 4, 6 X *0079
« 1.253 f-t;̂
])©hjâr i of atalyst A
Temper at ux*© (0) 300 350 400 450
Gjolohexan©
E?m ÏÏO* 1 2 3 4
Gstalyst Volwn® (nsls) 16.5
(a) 8063 2o43 2olS 2o09 i
(b) 80OO 4.50 11 «00 15.10 1
: » S.00 4.30 I0o9o 14.85
(d) 1..99 4.54 11*00 15.00
(®) 6.03 13.62 33o00 45.00
(f) 1 ""5o445 «•4.098 "™2o7^4 -.2.874
Rukh B’Oo 5 1 () T 1 8
____________ ÈTaphtha
Hp mola/ioO mole 1 j 
.faphtha I 7*56 40.90 58.10 * WW "MwWWm#— «WfT.X'




T ŝ en©9 11
Oataljst Volume (mla) 33,0
450
12
(a ) 5.13 r  -U Î4' ! 4o2g 4.07
(b ) 5.00 i 10,01 18.10 22.90
(e ) 5.10 1 10,20 ““ ra.
(&) 4^84 10,02 18.00 22,90
(®) 14,52 30.06 54.00 68.70
w  _ "̂3 <>987 1 -2 .861 -8.022 “ 1,693
Température {'̂'O
Ta'bl.̂  jl *4( d ).. ecn t;lnu©d « 
2)00






,*ü>*M#*Senr/ie wreowtiih • **• ..
49.5
(a)
#WL ##*.1' 1 '-̂  '"»* TWf 1 f *"#*« « J"l**
?ol3 6o39' '
(b) 7*10 is^io 24.50
(o) ' 6*80 14.90 24.45
( d ) 6*67 14.40 23.10
(®) 20*01 43.20 69.30
(f) *='3 0 480
•4rn*B̂.̂  M» ir>m -;*i«e.W»iii?wea*™ wVK-n*
“2.33
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(a) I0c,â5 9o5û ' 80,3e 8cl8
(b) 8.50 ,17.80 29.00 33.40
(0 ) 8.50 “ 28.65 33.30
(a) 8.29 17.30 27,40 31.40
(q ) 24.87 51.90 82.20 94.20
(f) i “3 »146 -2,078 -1.461 “1.28




®®iB5®5fatMj;® ( C) 300 350 4 0 0 450
Oyelofei0saffl,©
Siaa Hoo 3 3 3 4 3 5 36
Caijalyst Volmo (mis) 1S.2
■ (s) 3 . 1 1 3 . 4 < S 3.06 8 » § 4
w 5.10 8.40 14.50 18.90
C«) 4 . 9 5 8.30 14.50 18.70
( 4 5 . 0 5 T . 9 5 14.05 18.02
M 15.15 23,85 42.15 5 4 . 0 6
ie) “3.917 “3.213 “ 2 . 3 6 9 “2.022




*îMirti«t=.ïit»in',L 53o40 9̂0 I• ff«AHC.wy*tt><Ŵa**«v*r,».»*=fti«*îTïrt<Vtv,;r5ÿ«™=a*,ti»£%s*jfr4 »**#Œ|eJ?t
( C) 300 350 4 0 0 . 450
Cjr©lob©:î5aa©
Run MDo 41 42 43 4 4
Datalyet Volume {mis) ....  44.4
(a) t.g4 é .10 ^.00 5 . 1 4
(b) 7.20 13.30 21.20 27.00
(c) 7.10 • 13.40 — 2 6 . 8 0
(a) 7 . 1 9 13.00 1 9 4 5 85.60
((®) 2 1  « 5 7 39.00 5 9 . 5 5 tC so
(f) ; “ 3 . 3 5 9 -2.484 — 1 . 8 9 1 “1.550
Rmm We* 1 4 5 46 4 7 m
Mapfetîîs
mc?l©/lOD mol© 
maphtha 87.60 50.30 80.20 103.50
Table 4c'4(ii) continued*









(a) 10,04 9.20 8,70 • 8.33 !
(b) 9,80 18,20 28,00 35o20
(e) 9.65 18,10 28,20 35,10
(d) 9 «75 17,30 26,30 32,60
(©) 28,25 51.90 78,90 98,40





67.40 101.60 141«20 I
t O \Tempers.tare ( G) 300 ‘if; 450-- • —  — —  —.—  — — -- -—  — — . — —OjcXohexan©
Eîia WOo 57 58 59 60





Hp mole/100 mole 
Waphtha
l4o43 13*40 12*00 11 go
16.50 25*10 ' ' 32o00 42.20
16*45 24*90 31*80 4ïo90
I5o50 23*80 30*30 39<̂ 30 i
46o50 71*40 90o90 117c90 '
-2*230 -lo646 -1*329 -0.989
62 J 63 64
Maphtbi
6O0BO 93*50 1 1 5o10 I5O 08O
fable 4o4(ill) 
Bebydrogenation ©f Gyololioszsnê and Em^htha © w r  
at different températures *
Température ( ̂ b) 300 350 400 450
Cy@lGh©%ame
Era MOo 65 66 67 68
Gatalyat Volume (mis) 7o03
. (&) îoÿl 1.76 1.58 1.5g
(b) 1 3.40.. 6.40 11.45 17.50
(e) 3.35 6.30 11.25 —
w . 3.T9 6.40 11.15 15.10
(®) 11.37 19.20 33.45 45,30
(f) "4.379 “3.522 -2.70 “2.264
1
Rujffi WOv 69 70 71 72
Saphtba
Hp mol©/100 mol©
Waphtha — ---- -— "— —'—'— —- ---- 13.70 83.20 42.90 59*70
®emp0s>atisi*© ( G ) 300 350 j 400 450
j Cyolohesane
1 Husn ÎÎO0 73 74 1 75 76
Catalyst Volmae (sals) 14.10
fa) 3"69 '3:43. 3.0Ï 2.93"'
(b) 6.20 11.50 19.20 23.60
(e) 6.20 11.35 19.20 23.40
(d) 6.39 11.00 18,40 22.40
(e) 19.17 33.00 55.20 .67.20
(f) -3.522 -2.724 -1.995 "I.73O_ _
r —
Uim Mov 77 78 79 80
Haphtba
Eïol©/lOO mole
















Température ( C) 300 1 350 ; 400 450
Cyslobesasae
Raa Bo. 89 90 1 91 92
Catalyst Volume (mis) 48 .30
(a) 10*70 9 «90 8087 8.50
(b) 10*90 28.80 34.00 53.00
(e) 10*68 28.45 33.90 52.65
(a) 10*45 21.70 38.10 45.40
(s) 31*35 65.10 66.30 136.20
(f) -2*799 -1.774 “1.254 -0.797
—#rx l|" ' 11 '*.1M  ̂̂ '1  f 'm i % !■" — - i 1 p~̂ h fc • f - 1  1 r mJi r.#. L-.- 
______________!
E m  too 93 94 95 96
Eaphth,%
®g mole/lOO mol®
Waghtha 42.90 81*80 184.50 185.10
t o
of %:i3 laphtha^
at differ ©ni; températures «
cz:̂ AttrTT:=:A:r3L:=trK_'t:%pÆ:tttfüJî tr.%ATttrz%â ==;̂ Up±5f?c:%33jrtx:'yr=.??rA=̂ :'t&T.?=:
Temperature ( '̂G ) 300 350 400 450
Oyolohexane
E m  Mo» 91 98 99 100
Gatalyfjt Volume (mis) 48.8
(a) 13,55 12.40 11,58 10.85
(b) 8.40 17.60 27,50 33.10
(û) 8.20 17.60 87.20 32,75
(&) 8.10 16.95 26,50 30.80
(s) 24.30 50,85 79,50 98,40
w “3,146 “2.070 “1,420 -1.281
Eue lOo 101 102 103 104
Wapfette
Hp mole/100 mole
Maphtha 31,70 67.80 105.80 114.50
Table 4»4(v)
Dehjdrogeraatlon of Gjclohôxan© and Maphtha over Catalyst fî|gî7
at different temperatures*
Temperature ()' 300 350 400 450
Oyolohexane
E%m MOo 105 106 107 108
Catalyst Volume (mis) 48.8 j
(a) 13.55 12.40 11,58 10*85
(b) 2,80 5.10 15,10 23*50
(o) 2.40 5,45 15,10
(4) 3.0? 5.04 14,60 22*30
(e) 9.21 15.12 43.80 66*90
i t ) "4 o 63 -3,917 —2,316 -1,730
St® Mo, 103 110 111 112
jSapbtha
Hg, mele/lOO mole 12.60 28,50 66.70
Baphtba i
Table 4o4(vl)
Dehyâroæematlom ©f Oyolchosan© Maphtha ov©r ©atalyst. 
àt different temperatures
:y.-S-gSajK3c?;>«w= .■Tiix'trwisxccrwa-t'-jsrrira





(a) 13.15 1 9 .-, SO IO085 10,40
(b) 9.20 23.10 40,70 54.00
(e) 9.10 22.80 40.80 53.65
(à) 9.20 21.80 37.50 46.50
(©) 27.60 65.40 112.50 139.50





SehjdrogenatioB of CyolohexaE© and Waphtha over Catalvsl; '“F'''
Bt 400^0 (Bffeot of Flow Rat#X*
0Temperature ^ 4OO G
Nitrogen Flow Rat© 5=1 0*0061 at l*ToFo
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It may b@ ©©en from Figure© 4olAt<? 4o6 that the ©uîphid©d- 
©xide© tested are ail reasonably good d©hydrogenating catalysts* 
They of cour©© vary slightly in their z'olative ability* It would 
appear that most of them would be suitable for making hydrogen 
available for deeulphurisatlono
As has been shown already (lo5o3)j only a small amount of 
hydrogen is stoichlometrloally neoossary to remove the 4 percent 
sulphur found in most residual fuel oils* Assuming that the 
sulphi&r In the residual fuel oil was thiophen© (G^E^S) four moles 
of hydrogen would b® theoretically required fox* complete 
desulphurization* Thus am oil with 4 percent sulphur would 
require 0*5 mole of hydrogen 100 gram of oil* The complete 
dehydrogenation of cyclohexan© provides three molea of hydrogen* 
Thus a mixture of equal quantities of oil and oyolohe%ane would 
only require 16*7 percent decomposition of the naphthene* This, 
of oouree^does not take into account the value of the equilibrium 
constant for the dehydrogenation reactlonp and the excess naphthene 
and thus of the hydrogen required to push the reaction to the 
desired extent in the reaction time available* Figures 4olA to 
4*4^ ©how the hydrogen mad© available by each catalyst a© a
function of mean residence time* It appear© that the curve© will
go on rising to some extent by increase in mean residence time*
GAjck,Catalyst^ A”9 and were •s^ tasted over a rang© of 
value© and the results are compared with those given for one mean
T B M P  ^oo c
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time for two ) anë .6 3 3 '
whl@h are re©ogalB©d desulphiirlsiiag Catalyst a
composite mixture is imcluded h@r@ elmoe àQ^ulph.im%BB>fAon 
étudiés to b# described later showed that this mixture was am 
©xoollemt hydrogen transfer catalysts Gatalyet (WO^) warn 
found to be the best materialp while oatalyst followed it 
eloselyo This is shown in Figure 4<>5̂ o % â  4o5Bo
The rè®ultfâ for the na.phthen© dehydrogematlon were also 
parallel to that of ojelohexane^ in this oa@^ also the Catalyst 
proved to b© the most suitable*
The extent of naphthen© decomposition increases with 
reaction temperatures ag could be seen from Figure 4«5Ao
The oatalyat >'E" (SoO,)^ "A" (Cr,0,) a.ad “B" (Cô C)̂ ) have 
low hydrogen production as compared to and The
catalyst amongst all showed the maximum production of hydrogen 
while showed higher than in some cases as could be seen 
from Figures 4o lA to 4»4Bp The corresponding results for the 
dehydrogenation of naphtha at the fixed mean residence time is 
shown in Figure 4o5^« Th© production of hydrogen In. each ©as© 
is slightly higher ( 10 to 15 f>) than for cyolohezane* This 
may to© accounted for toy the fact that the density of cjolohexan© 
(o7T6) is slightly higher than that of the naphtha (*689)9 amd 
the lighter molecules may deaompoee more easily* During th© 
analysis of the naphtha off-gasesp no other gas ( except :ln some 
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t ^ m p  c
{ & >î‘
that no ©tîi©̂  breaking of bonde take© olaoo dtiring the
dehydrogenation reaotiono
Th® Gommerelal amtefimlmg pi?0©©@© whioh la ©arried out with
*lo©obalt'-molyMate catalyat ia described by Porter' o H© reports
othat the reaction temperatwr© ®uat be kept low^ am beyond 450 C 
greater' breakdown of moleemlar structure of the hydrocarbon© takea 
place leading to carbon deposition on th© oatalymt which in timn 
moon loses its activity*
A study with catalyst at 400^0 and different flow rates 
(Oo5 to 0*1 ml/min) was carried out* The results are shown in 
Table 4o5i Decrease of flow rate increase© th© percentage 
décomposition and only at th© lower flow rat© tested does th© 
décomposition approach constancy* From free energy'data for the 
reaction the theoretical ©g,uilibrium constant are then the 
theoretical ©stent of decomposition wae calculated* The theoretical 
decomposition for thie temperature Is related on Figure 4*7 
where It may be seem to b© slightly less than the mean value 
experimentally obtained* Th© difference is possibly due to a. 
combination of errors $ but w® may conclude that the reaction 
reaches equilibrium after about thirty second© of reaction time*
From th© stand point of later desulphurisatioa howeverp the 
rat© of production of hydrogen is more important* This was 
found to be a maximim at the flow rate of 0*3 ml/mim in th© case 
of oycloh©zan@9 while :m the case of naphtha the rat© was 
constant for th© flow rates of 0*4 ml/mlm and 0*3 ml/mia*
Zùû
T f l B O K S T I C A L .
3/) JO , 4û
- ' K B s w Ë N C h  Ti m e . (S& c o n ù s
Flgmre 4*6 t W  d©§T©® ©f to in the
d8hydrog05&tl<m of oyolohaz&no is The of
®q.ailitelum Gonetwt is plotted ageinet temperature * The figure 
Bho'̂ m the theoretical value m d  the approach of the m t m l  valuw* 
It maj be meem that oxiing to the great rise is th® equilibrium 
constant with températures, th© approach to equilibrium was greater 
at 300^0 than at 450^0 *
fh€î results shoma in the 1?abl©s 4*4(1) to 4*4(111) for 
oatal^etB 1̂®® andr indioat© a flret order reaction*
From a suitable plot the Bpeolflo reaction rat® comotsmt' wa® 
evaluated* and Is glv©n‘ for th@ various catalysts and reaction 
temperatures Im 1?abl© 4,6* From a plot of tto logarithm rate 
constant' verm mm 1/T^K the aetliratloa mergy was* determined o' ' The 
valu0 for th® throe catalysts ie ehomi in fabi© 4*6,
4 M  throe ©atalymts ©hot? a relatively similar low aotiw/èioa
energy for oyoloh@3san@ d@hydrog@matioa * &ls value is similar
.5̂
51to that reported by Balandin for the d®hyteogenation of
©yolohexane over chareoal supported rhenium* Other authors' 
who dehydrogemated eyclohesmn© at slightly lower' temperatures 
over such oata-lyste as- platlmm on* silic^-s-lumina
' and platinised asbestos' report- activation' energies' in the ramg# 
of 15' to IS E omle/mol*' It' would appear- that the* transition 
' metal* ozid® oataiyet©- tested h@r@ are- superior to m M;©* metal 
' catalyst© for such- dehydrogenatioa* purpose®' t e w  the added 
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>*<aij-artaaaÿtg->aafe»atia«»j:».vt*faiarfĥ .«*«rjCu.»wg«a*utWTrfMtagaBm6ivJre3gtig;rtai«>i.‘3f<**J» iTwMp3%M"wLw*kt%**e«t*iæA:X-we6»*̂ mW:
Bawlmg a h e w  lïtet hydrogen ie aasll^ made fW'em
ejeiatoiavji© and naphtha âeh^dïfogenatlon at about 4ÛO^Oç it wmm 
no'̂  nooeeoaey - to determlme the @ae© with ^hioh It aoulcl h@ 
utilised to hÿdæogemate thlophemea To thi© emd a member of 
©2£poK*im©ntal rums were oarried out to determine the suitability 
of the aeleeted eatalysts for thiopheue hydrogenationo
In thoBO rmia hydrogen gam was supplied externally from 
©yoUnderB and a oonatant mole ratio of hydrogen to thlophe&e 
(8si) was malatained«
5ol Raw Materials used»
All materials used wer© of Malar gradeo fhe bengene and 
thlophem©'used to calibrate the gas ©hromatograpk showed mo other 
peak*
5,2 Malypil© of Froduota,
The hydrogen sulphide Im the erlt gaeea was absorbed In the
gas absorbing flask whioh oontainod 10^ aqueous e&dmlim ohloride
solution, % @  oadmium sulphide thus formed was determined by
lodometrlo titration, fh© actual procedure and calculation are
( 3'4©howa in the Appendix, Th@ liquid sond©n8©d from the exit gas©e 
was analysed by gas chromatograph. It was found to contain 
only benzene and thlopheme* A reference ourv© for use with the 
ga© ohramatograph was prepared from standard mixtures of h&nmnm 
and- thiopheme^
75 o
5o3 Scsae'feioia Psooeôm’Q sad fesults.
*Sho suIphldQ&^cxldGs were left .in the realtor at* the
required temperature in m current-of purified nitrogOEo fhie
we-s them replaced by hytoogem at a rate ©Î 0,0008 ft'̂ /aain at
and this gas f©d for on© hour* With steady hydrogen
flow a two percent v/v thiophen© In bem^em© solution was them
fed into the reactor- at a rate of 0,5 ml/mlBo ^his' gave a mole
ratio of hydrogen to thiopîaeae- in- the reactor of 8ol (th©
stoichiometric reaction requirement is 4&1' )» ■ fha hydrogemat1om
run warn continued for two hot^a g and during this time six
©amplear each- of- twenty minutes dw?ation v/er© passed through the
g m  absorbing flaaks containing cadmium chloride solution, % e
exit gas freed from hydrogen sulphide was- passed through the wet
test gas meter* Periodio samp samples- of this exit gas were
analysed by gas oJiromatograph to check that only hydrogen was
present, . . .
% e  total condensed liquid product collected after the run
was analysed by means of- gas ehromatograph using a benzyl-
odiphenyl eolmmi at 120 0, It was thue possible to- compare the 
extent- of- thiophene hydrogenation by two- methodîîJ,
% ©  hydrogenation studies were ©axTled out with all catalysts 
Aj> Bp 8g Dg Wi and- F» Catalysts Ap ® and 0 were studied at - 
different temperatures and different bed depth, of catalyst§ 
while e&oh of the catalysts Bp B and F was studied at different 
temperatures while at a constant bed volume, The results are
1e Tables 5,2(1) to 5o2(wi)o Thm catalysts t% #sid W were 
studied at different ratios of hydTogem to tklopheme viso^ 4 s 19 
Sslg 12g1 and 16si while at a constant temperature (400^6), The 
©ataiyst W  waa studied over a rang© of thiophen© flow rateeg while 
maintaining the ratio of hydrogen to thlophen© at- 8 si, ' Foixr ' 
different flow rates 0 *59 0,4ÿ‘ Oo’3 and 0,2- ml/mla were studied,
The results are shown in Table- 5 ®4 , A typical- eot of experimental 
values for hydrogenation run is shown' in the Table 5olÿ while 
results- of all- the eatalysts- are shown in Table 5 %2lto 5°^o
- In the left hand column of each table th© letters (a. ) to 
©igïiify the- followimgs^-
(a )■ BigsiifieB the-moan residance time in seoondso
)- signifies- percentage- decomposition- of thlophen© by
hydrogen sulphido collection,
(h ) signifie© percentage gm^mol© d©eompo©.ition of thiophen© by 
gas ohromatography*
(m  ) signifies total hydrogen gm-mole in off gases,
( 1 ) signifies- mol© -hydrogen per mole of' thiophen© used,
( m ) signifies IC ■
H o
ef tkiopkan© to Ostalyst at 4SI
^-.fV.„j..-,~.-j,.rT;-‘;....'̂ :r-»v;;vf̂ -T>ir',.-,'''j r.;-?..rrTr.̂ tr:;i—:Tn-rTl'h—■ L:.T!/?T..TTa —:Ü1r?-T.r37..-_?7'.''-r,:̂ ':dT.T!.'rMT'.t=r!ÆSTT.T:.T*f=3l.TTVTf3.T;TÆ:T:̂
Mquiâ flow- 's»- 0o§" mi/sflte { 2fa v/v of thlopheme- to 
Eytoog®si* flow- 3?at© o- 0,0008' ft^/mto at* WoT,P 
Colusa© of-catalyst «■ ;48’,& miso 
Time of- run- 120 mime,
^ decompoeitlom 
of thlopheme




Q .» 20“ 0.0805 0,0517
go- » 40' 0*0537
■ 40- « 60“ M ■ 0*0542
- 60 - 80' ■ 0,0520
80 .. 100» ÎB • 0*0541






6 % 3  
6f,3
etoomatograph 




©f tMjpàesi© with ®®A?VMdiff©F0nt
temwratureB amâ beâ velum#@,
:*W*a ' *it>jt*cifiAfif9f!&a3BêagiVjv̂MUVJfJt*faMia3m t mWrWtw*400
k*e=3:A:iLTk&Arc=%4\3ia!LMK*%AR*)e%TiP:3̂
I .3 I . 4
(a) 8o&3 &o43 g.îS ®o®9
(s) 1.80 a.‘?o 16,90 83.80
(h) ■ 1.40 2.?5 17.60 ■ 23,60
(k) 0.11% 0,118 0.112 0,106
(1) 4.0«1 4,578
(®) «,005 «0O9 t. 583. +.921
4Q0
Oa%alÿ-i3% Ifôîîâm®
(s). 3,13 1 4o74 4,27 4o07
(ff) 1,90 j 6.90 24,60 30.60
(h) 8.20 7.00 S5o401 31.80
(k) 1 0.110 0,115 0,103 0,098
(1) I 7.081 5,1481 5,2381
M «.008 1 ■“,0.7 +,97 +1.02
Température G 
Eue ITot.







7o70 ! ■ 7ol3 ■ 6.39
8.60 ! 11.10 . 31.40
3,20 11,80 31.80
0.116 0.112 . 0.096







ê gC7SCei3rô i57îs;rt̂ *'*6'̂ *'l̂ "a«”VVe7J7»ai.UA5iv***«SAtw.//WivvaA»tt'
400 450








' 3.10 14,80 36,80 48.50
3 «90 14.80 ,37.10 48,80
0,116 0,1 1 2 ■ 0.094 0.083
12, 1 g 2. 4 .55*1 ,5.0931 4 .67*1
«*o04 +0.3 1.18 1.54
   with
6
• Tempermtsar# G* 
@im l@o ,








(ë) 8,70 17.90 52,10 59,40
(h) 9.10 .18.40 .52,70 59.60
(k) . r .110 .086 .083
.(1) 4,49*1 9,3*1
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matlom of thiopheaa with Catalyst ”C” at different
teraeraturee and bed volum©e*
^ u iŝz.̂szrt'CXTZirr' "-?it ttxiu*trr.Tr alitng::»
1Î0ï3p0E"at«sî® ®C 300 j 350 400 
34 i 35 36Emss Ho . 33 1
Catalyst Tolwm® (ml) 7.05
M 1.91 I 1.76 , 1.58 1.51
(e) . 4.80 14.10 38.60 44.20
(h) . 5.10 . 13,90 39,20 44,10
(k) 0,088 0,084 ■
.(1) •=* ,5.7*1 5,881








































MM **we.ti J irfwi ■«■ « '■ *W)rnW;##dTm»<wm
7c24 6,"#""""" 6,0% , r f T w ” '
12,80 ' 24.90 50,80 55.40
13.40 25.10 50,40 55.90
0.109 0.102 0.088 0.080 •
, 6.381 5,1481 4,3481 I 4,94 si
,84 »945 10 546 1 1.688
ïïemperatwre G 300
Smjî ®o » ■ 45





















temperature© and bed volmm© *
Temperature© G 
Eu e M©o
with Gat&lymt at dlfferem'i
? K = L A ia & n R n n = :.'3 :u A a = r3 = 3 a 5 K ^H 3 iM a & tT ti% 3 5 tr= ïfü ü = a = « c= = T r:a = T ::? /A ;:_ a ?j: i;ü a :% K = := a = = = = K = = ï:= =
©atalyst Velum© (ml)
C®) 13.55 1 8 ,4© 11.58 10.85
ië) 11,20 88.60 34.10 39.20
(fe) 11,30 29.10 34,00 39.30
(te) 0.118 0,096 0.089 0,085
(1) , 5 ,2081 5,8281 ,  6,2081  ̂6,1 si











itie n  e f  thlcrpheme w ith  C a ta ly a t ''’̂ Eîf a t  d i f fe re n t 
temperature©
Temperature ^0   400
ICc,
Oatalyst Vclusa©






















with Gatal,y©t at differentr̂-L-rr.̂ rf-r̂ f -tjs»---! Ĵf̂Tq>i=cftjÆ>ga*>̂-:+l ", LLLlL'iJsWt 1 rr*
©Temperature G




Him MOo 57 58 "1 . 59 60
Gatalyat Volume (ml) 48.8
. . .  (®). 13.15 Î2.10 10,85 10,40
is) 16.40 37.40 68,70 74.80
1 (k) 16,50 37.60 68,80 75.20
(k) 0.102 0.094 0,072 0,068
<1) B.Oal 4.83a! 4.8s! 4.7sl
1  ̂ ' .545 1,22 2,01 2,24
febl® 5o
*iaizTC5*tsie23sn2Sain7*«iOi5Xr>CJiVitii=fin
Hydrogenation ©tudies at- different mole ratio of thiophona
câeâKa?^«Hj.j^gja~rt*Ta3lataag.f«aj»afrg?ijei!nfasate=aag£glPl:.ÆttM'rtrrgj!!aaLn»i^^to hydrogaa* Catalyst at 400 G«
Mol a ratio | 4 sf 1
Eun Mqo





(&) , <----- :
(g) 69.20 78,10 ' 84.30 87,00
(h) 69 .30 78,80 . 8.4,30 87,20
(ic) 0,014 0,068 0,128 0,188
il) 4,66a! 4.53el 4 ,28si 4,13.81
(m) 2.01 , 2,26 8,32 2,61\
84,
Hy?s‘Ogéaffl‘Uioffl ételies- at fiiffei’ent.mols s’atl© af














Bjtoogenatlon 0tudle©- at- dS,ff©rent mole rati© ùi thlopMme 
to Wdrogea* Oatalwt at 4OO Ô 0
Mol® ratio {E«80-.H-«0)*















































5 o 4 BifôcuBs i on »
The hydrogénatian ©tudiee with all the auXphided ©xlde
catalysts shew excellent results* J.t may h© saen from the 'Figuras
5*1 to 5*4 that the ©atalyata hay© different relative affioieneeep
The oorreeponding valu© for t.h©oratioal decomposition possible at
each temperature obtained.from theoretical equilibrium data is
included Xn F3,giaro 5*5‘> The nature of the ©urves In Figores 5*1
to 5*4 show that at lower temperatures the extent of desulphuTlsation
is largely dependent on reaidenea timeg while at higher temperatures
vlSop 400^0 and 450^0g the oui'ves show the approaoh to equilibrium
and a resultant smaller change in percentage decomposition^
Figwe 5*5 shows that the equilibrium line sots as a ^bottle™
to the extent of reaatiom* At low tmperature (300^0) the
reaction rate is too slow to allow the high extent of décomposition
possible at this temperature to b©* achieved* At higher
temperature although the reaction rate is greater the equilibrium
is loss favourable* • Thus over a range of temperature there is a
maximum ooaverslom possible in ®ny given apparatus^ which is
determined by résidons© time* Thus with the apparatus used here
and the resldenoe time seleoted the maximum extent of hydrogenation
ois obtained at about 45^ G*
The Figisrem 5*1 to 5*4 Indicate that in general the catalyst 
ha© the highest hydrogenation efficiency while catalysts &md 
follow it* The oatalyst© Ap D and B on the other hand have a 
• relatively poor hydrogenation ©ffloionoy-o The Figure 5*S drawn
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T E M ?  C
the Figures 3 <>l 3«4 s&t a fls:ed r©©ldoBoe time ehoœ the
of hydrogénation at different temperatures* In iri.Qv 
of the tmfavourahie equilibrium these lines yriXl not 
indefinitely a©- temperaturo© are raised above 4 5 0 ^ 0 ft© 
thaoretioal decomposition is shorn- by an equilibrium line 
ineluded in the Figure o ftis lime- represents the- maximum 
decomposition possible at Infinite resldoaee tim©o
ft© of feet of the partial pressiare of hydrogen on the extent 
of reaction at a eons tant residence time for catalysts and 
shomn in -Figin?0 5*6o It appears' that Increase of 
hydrogen partial pressure InoreaaeB the degree of hycb?ogenal;lon« 
fti® agrees-with the findings of Hoog in deeulphurlslng a gas 
oil« It may be seen from the Figure and from- the results in 
5*3(i) to 5*3(11) that there xm- relatively lit-tl© effect after 
a partial pressure' of hydrogen equivalent to a mole ratio of 
lfil2-c It is also- shown In the figure that th© system is 
relatively near to equ-ilibrlum^^ and- thue there i© nothing muoh 
to be gained in- lmnre%8ing the pax'tlal pressure of h^ydrogen 
* further*'
■ fte Bulgur0 5»T shows the ©ffeot of longer residenoe time 
with ©ataiyst- at 400^0» It may be seen that the extent of 
decomposition approaches -the value to equilibrium in about 
twenty a©oonds- of residene© time* • ft© maximum experimental 
- decomposition was 04®^' percent while a theoretical wlue- of 
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h o L £  Rano H,
seen from the Table 3«Sî(ii) that the extent of hydrogenation 
obtained for the catalyst at 400^0 and a residence time of 
l%oO seoondo' was î8o5 percent a* It iS' thus likely that this-
oatalyst will approach to* equilibrium at* a relatively lower 
rosidenoQ time than with oatalyst p
It was possible that the effoot of hydrogen in the reaction 
could bo stated in the
#  ^ A(pH)“
Where pE is hydrogen partial pressure and io the percentage 
décomposition in a given apparatus at a- particular mean residence 
time and temperature® The value from Table 5o3(i) and 5o3(ii)
and Mgur© ^«8 were put into the above formulao
In Figure 5^9 Ip^^qCpE) im plotted against log^^^D and the 
linear relation was obtainedo
iogĵ Q̂ B E3 logâ  ̂ n log(pE)
The value of n was obtained from the slope of the line and m m  
found to be '-OoT99«
Z,t was shown earlier that the best catalyst of the series 
under test for dehydrogeaation m m  '®G"o In this series of 
hydrogenation experiments catalyst proved best* Thus it was 
felt that a composite catalyst made up of equal volumes of pallet 
of ©atalysto and ®’G®* would be a first approximation to an' 
autofining catalyst which wouM be expected to carry out ©ffioiontly 
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roaotlon rate ■ constant® for the hydrogenation of 
thioplion© in this apparatus were determined in the usual way at 
the various temperatures and for the three catalysts vl&op Ag B 
and Oo fho activation energy wa© then calculated and is shoon
holowo Full detail© of these calculâtione■are included in the
Appendix*, (mm ©how im Otopt©^ 4o)
GatalysS Temperature 
300 350 400 450^ 
k, (Eat© Constant® in s©c“ )
Motivation Energy 
K oal/mcl©
A Io0sl0“  ̂3=5:slO”^ 13,0x10”^ lôoOxlO”^ l6ol
B 7o4slO“^ t8„OslO"^ 52c.OslO“^ 89oOxlO~^ 12 ol
8<,0sl@“’̂- 17o0sl0“^ 49»02lO”^ 54oOslO“^
fitAxsîijŝtiŝisvi-niw!. I. *rw,.i JWKui ;ru.ûww"#'A: #*r wa-wmu# m i#în«#«Mi,3m=njwtrkA'%r 1 iwinr̂wn ■L’uiftrfw ■,̂a1 12.0 3
value of the activation energy obtained here agrees wellp 
with that for a general hydrogen hydrocarbon exchange reaction*
The value normally quoted In 13 i 2 % cal©* It should he 
motedp of cours©p that the hydrogenation of thiophone is exothermic 
while dehydrogenation of naphthene is endothermie * Thim under 
suitable condition® a system in which both reactions are ocourî̂ l̂ '̂ 
will be thermally neutral*
^ o m  a comparison of the relative value© of Activation Energy 
of the dehydrogenation of cyolohexan© and of the hydrogenation of 
thloph©n©s> it would appear that the former reaction rate is more 
sensitive to reactor temperatures than Is th© latter* Thus in 
an <&utofinimg. process the overall reaction rate may well be 
controlled by the availability of hydrogen' rather than its efficiency 
of utillsatlorn*
ê„ STOOGEH TSMS.™ ( A U W B ttaG) SOTBXBS BMH_CYCÏ,OHBXAHB 
AiSH) raîOPF£EBB«
Having determined that it wa© possible to dehydrcgmat© 
oyclchexan© effectively with catalysts imder test© and that the 
©am© catalyst eould act in' the hydrogenation of thlophenop the 
next step was to carry out hydrogen transfer reaction from 
oyoloWxame to thiophene*
■ ■ The result© of hydrogem trarnsfer rums would possibly 
indicate the* suitability of the o&t&lyst ia am- autofimimg proees© 
for■ residual fuel oil*
601 Raw Material©- Used*
All materials used were of Amalar grade, hem%&mo and 
©yolohexam© and- thiophem©- used to calibrate the- ga© ohromatog&'aph 
showed no other peak*- 
6*2 ■ Analysis of Products *
procedure- for hydrogen and hydrogen sulphide determinât!om 
w©r© th© same a© described Im 4*3^3 and 3*2 respectively* Th@ 
liquid^ ©ondensed from the exit gaees was analysed- by gas 
chromatograph* It wa©‘ found to consist of ©yolohexanop benmenep 
'thiophen© and traoes of* ©yclohexenSc ■ A reference ©urve- for- use 
•with the ga© chromatograph was prepared from different standard 
mixtures of oyclohexane- and benseEa© in a two per sent v/v of - 
tMophen©*
6*3 \Reaction Procedure,and Hesults*
Th© 0ulphidedta»©xid©- pellet©- were left in the reactor at the 
required temperature in a current of purified nitrogen- for one-
3
hour at a steady flow rat© of 0*0061 ft /mSm at !?«ToFo A two 
percent v/v solution of thiophem© in byolohexuB© wa© fod into 
'the reactor at a rat® of Oo50- mi/raino The hydrogon-transfer 
rim was eontinued for two hours and during this time six samples 
©a©h of twenty miaute©- duration for the hydrogen sulphide 
detorminatlon and for the hydrogen content im the off gasQ® wore 
obtained* The total- liquid- product- was- analysed af-feer- the mm* 
The hydrogen^transfer- rums were carried out with aatalyste Ag Bg 
0 and F* The first three- war©- studied- at different temperatures 
and bed depths- of oatalysto The result© are ' shown in the Tab-1©© 
6o2(i) -to 6o2(ili)o- ©ataiycts 2) and- E wore not studied- here- ■ 
due to their earlier poor perfomane©-* - Oatalyst©- B and- F w©r© 
al©@ studied at- different- ,moi© ratio© of available hydrogen- to 
thlppheme* This* was- achieved by- diluting the oyalohexan© with 
benzene-before mixing with thlopheme*
■ ■ - Im- computing" the proportion- of the mixture© of oyoloh©xan©p 
thiophem® and- bensaen© the amount* of- hydrogen' assumed to- bo 
available was- that- already- found im the eorrespondimg - 
dehydrogenation study on- cycloh©san© alom© umd©s? the sam© 
condition©- of- flow rat© and- temperature* Using this approach, 
mixtures were- prepared which had- mole ratio© of availabl© 
hydrogen to- thiophen© of- 6-81, 'B8-Ip* and l&sl - for- ue© with catalyst 
B- and- éslp 8-81-,- 16si and- 32-sl for us© with catalyst F-*-
- - Th© proportion© of -the- mixtures calculated to b© required 

































The catalyst W was studied over a rang© of input flow rat© 
©y©loh#xam@ im thlophème* • The result 1® ®h@m
a hydr©g@m-=» trams for
rmm im shown im- fabl© 6<
the l©ft hand oolumm of @a©h table the letters signify
(a) sigmifi®© th© m®am resldemo© tiss© ^8©©omd@)
signifies percentage deoomposltlon of thiophen© by 
dé t ©mlna 11 ©a *
signifie© percentage 
©hr©mat©graphy*
d e e o m p o a l t i e m  o f  t h i ® p h © a e  b y
signifies total hydrogen
eignifie© mol© hydrogen utilised 
signifie© mole @f awilable i^/lOO
Im off gaaem 
par mol© of
Table 608
^Iqphmi^ by «at 40© Co
M^-udd Wl©w Ba-È® m 0o5 ml/mlm (2^ v/v ef thi@ph©si© Im o^eloWzan©)
Hiteogen Flot? Hat© ^ O0OO6I .alï ^oToP
?©l!âM© of ca 4B0B ml<,














M©a©ui?©d outlet garj volume ta? I0I26 ft at HoToPZ 
Ssaap g&8 8&mpl© volume 0 -250 mîo at 20®C o 0.0079 ft\t m.T.i























lol26 o ê E
(?*S.
aa
at âlfferem^ tempe^^aiw©© amâ feed volumes o
**̂ 'T*’-‘‘V-'‘V> 7̂ )y'rT5jj.«̂ ?maT̂ amL'N3Af *.= '»?'M!î »:T=rL'J.i/.i'iLiLizir';j;''''TTtT!'''.g.v',j,--.'î _Lf:
$©ag8pattï!?® G 380 • 350 400 450
R«m Moo - 1 2 3 ■ .  ̂ .
Cst.alyst IFqIusi© (ml) 16.
(a) g„ê3 2o43 2.18 ioOf
Cff) 0o5.0 .l.go 19.20 24.10 .
(h) O.iO g. 10 19.20 24,40
(k) 0 .031 0.073 0,169 0,231
(l) <o 4.Î8Î 4.0sl
(a) 1 5.76 13.95 31.90 43,00
=çggt»iTa'AigB;̂ ĝ u:jiA:A'UiÎ ,̂ ggur3,,ri.,r»l
2m% aOO
Tesapevatm̂ © 0̂ 300 350 1 400 450
R%m M@o ; 5 ~l \ ^ 8
(a) . 5.13 4.74 4.2g 4,07
(®) ,0.80 .7?10 .26,20 32,40
(h) 0.95 26.40 32.40
(k) 0,077 0,159 0,276 0,361
(1) 5,7»! 7,481 4,loi
(s) 13.90 29,70 51,30 68.30










T©mp©ratio?© 300 350 400 450
Ema #©* 13 . 14 15 16
Gat&Iyet Volume (ml) 66.00
(a) 10.25 9.50 8,58 — f f m ------
(g) 4.60 9.40 44,80 48.80
(h) «. 9.40 44,80 48.60
(k) 0.134 0,271 0 .42s 0 ,49a
(1) •“ 11.381 5.058Î 4.1sl
(®) 84.10 50.20 80.50 94,20
4» OB 19̂3with
20
Gatalyet ?olwma (ml) .2.20
(a) 3,71 3.46 ■ 3,06 S.94
ie) 6.10 21.10 59,20 63.40
(h) ' 6,30 21.40 '59.20 63.00
(te) 0,081 0.119 0.196 0.258
(1) aa 4,031 4,lsl 4,l8l.
(®) 14,60 23.70 41.80 53,00
S0mp®pa1>a3Pe 6 300 350 400 450
Rim Me. .21 . 22 23 24 I
Oa-Salys-fe VolMm® (ml) 24.40










ih) 10.90 38,40 66.70 71.90
(k) 0,113 0,198 0.288 0.378
(1) 4.0,81 4.1.81 9,801 4.381 I
(0) 81,40 ,38.90 58.401 ™ 75.80 1
T & fe l#  6 a 2 ( i i )
1 © 1 1 Temperature G 1 300 1 350 400 450
Ham . 25 I 26 27 : 28
Gatal^mt Volume (ml) 36.60
(a) 10.84 9.80 S.?© 8.33
(g) IS. 80 41.40 69.80 73.60
(à) 13.10 41.60 69.90 73.60
. 0.154 0.259 0.390 0.492
(1) 4.08Î 4«28l 4.78Î 4.781

































4 5 . 0 0
Temperature G 300 350 400.. . 450
Rum M©o 37 38 39 1 40 j
Catalyst Volume (ml) 14.10
(a) 3.92 3.62 3.35 3.14
(b ) 7.40 24.80 49.40 56.70
W  ̂7.60 24.90 49.80 56.70
(k) .0.031 0.116 0.276 0.336
.(1) «=. 4.5«1 4.loi 4 o4 b1
(@) 32.10 1 55.20 67.0OO
Temperature ^0 300 350 400 450
: E m  1@0 41 42 43 44
Catalyst Velum© (ml) 28.2(
, .(®) 7,84 7.24 . 6.69 6.28
(g) . 9.70 26.40 56.20 61.40
(h) , 9.80 26.50 56.40 61.40
(k) , Of138 0.294 0.408 0.560
.(1)
(®) 25.90 54.20 79.00 107.00 I
300 350 400 450
Hœm M©. . 45 46 , 47 48
. - . . .............. -r,T-r,i,r.
Oatalyat ?®lwim© (ml) 42.3<
(a) 11.75 10.85 10,05 ■ 9.43
(s) 11.20 28,80 61.20 66,80
(k) 11.30 88.90 61.40 66.50
.(k) 0.164 0.342 0.496 ,  0.712
CD 5.981 . 4olal 4.281 ,  4.481





with Oat sly© t
) 350 400 450
50 
_ _ — — . 51 58
(a) 13.15 12*10 10,85 10.40
is) , 18.20 , 4,6.40 76.40 . 82.80
(h) . 18.20 4,6.70 76.60 82.8©
(!e) p. .121 0.311 0.566 @.,704
.CD lO.Sel 6.95 a 1 4 .9,01 . 5.» 4,81
C®) .23.9© ,61,. 30 109.30 135.00
'Af
ThippWme Oyelohe^aw^wlth Oataljet
different fl#% ' -
Flow Eat© ml/mlm 0.4 1
KgerwgawMagnTqfaTgwf
0.3 0.2 0.1
Bxm 1©* ,53 I 54 ! .55 56
Catalyst Velum© (ml) 48.80
(a) . 14.35 19.65 .' 28,50 39.30
Cs) 78,10 84.80 ,86,80 86.20
(à) 78.40 84.80 86,30 86.20(te) • 0.681 0.594 .0.426 0.226
(1) , 5.p7gl 1 ê 0 ̂ § 1 , 7,.S>8l 1 g.lel
C®)
Table 6*5
of Thiophen© usingJ)yelohe^iane with Gatalvet
c = : ^ _ = T = ü æ ^ - L ,u.'fctJT:̂ is S 3 3 f l; r s ;g j3 ^ . ‘WT.̂ gT:W iia ca S s -it; icg iM a :^ f.u . io r im iB K :aT-rfifcsg iia ta a g = » cr? s« fr i:n g J^a M ja ^ a . c jc is a ï ^ ^at 400 Ot) at different mole ratios of hydrogen availability to 
TMophen© *
M©1© ratlOp HpSthlephen© | 
Etm WOo 1 
Catalyst Folim© (ml)
6sl 1
K3##3%AiF rjjjf Avgja Liu u.ifĉa-t=*a3jff.
97 1














with Oatalyst ®f>”- ' ^£.s^ssxat;xiKsk£:sg:S2at 400 Of, m% different mol© retloe of hydrogen availability to





a. ê=— — ĉ.-;iU;.VA4;̂ rw-i,=iK» ^  ■matâ .sau-srfJiAgSJSTÊ =SI3rt=s™^
52,30 58.40 63.40 I 68.70
52*40 59.20 63.40 68.60




h y d r o g e m - t r m iG f e r  s t u d i e s  w i t h  th ©  t e s t  e a t a l y s t ©  Ap Bp
G and F ©howed eonsiderabl© deeomposltlom of thiophensp and that 
the oatalyst© differed in their relative ©ffi.eieaoi©© * Catalyst 
had a poor éffioienoy a© may h© e©an from the Figures 6*1A 
to 6o2Bg however the nature of its ourvea inclioat© that a longer 
resident© time would have given an adequate reaction*
It should be noted that with only two peree&t of thlophem©
Im the feed mixture the hydrogen available far reaction was at 
least four times the stoiohiometri© requirement and Im many oase© 
mm@h .larger than this* Thus the operation of the oatalyet warn 
mot being limited by hydrogen partial proBsur©, Catalyst *®C” 
om the other hand tended towarde e oonstant ©ffioionoy In about 
twelve ©eoomde of roeidenoe 'fc|im@ at, all temperatures,
Referring to the dehydrogemation studies Table 4d&(ili)p 
this oatalyBt gave th© maximum hydrogem produotiam, Thus if the 
hydrogem« trame fer reaction was only dependent om hydrogen partial 
pressure j> this oatalyst should have shown a maximum-reaotiom at 
a givén r@©id©n®@ time, • Th# experimental roeult© for -this 
oatalyst Indloatimg low hydrogenation of thiopheme meem however 
to indiaat© that the extent of the reaotiom is m^t depemdemt ®n 
hydrogen partial preesur© alone. Again if one. oompax^ee the 
oaloulatod mol©® of available hydrogen per »  hundred moles of 
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T B M P  430 c:
TH^aRSriC^L  ̂  %qI
s ZO
RaStÙENCB TIMS C^SacoNS>3'}
©atâljsl^ (%blG eo3,mm "e") sad thm hjàvogm.
fOî5Hd lu thQ- QÎf ta?üm the ^oærempemdimg h#%'Qg©m-
t^amefer- plu© the hyd^eogea takem up to hyd^ogemate th#
thiôph©M to the âetormiaed estent (%bl© 6 og(iii)9 opliium )g
it may 8@aa that- there i© % email but ©lgaifi©smt diff©r©m?e
betweesà th@m<, fhi© Ihhlbitlom of the d©hydrogeaatio:a of
oyelohe^am© h# du© t& the faot that thlopheme moleoul©© ar®
competing for th© aetlwe ©Itos oia the eatalyst ©us?fa©@o fhis
g#©ff©©t i© 8.imilar t@ the ©ffeot deeoribed by Hoog Mio fomié^ 
In- a mmaiy moale autoflmlmg plamtg that the ©il partial prassi^re 
iafluamaeâ the reaetiom rate*
■ Datalyet om, the other haxad' showed quite esaelleait 
hydr©g©a«>trasief©r' amd its- effioianoy approaehed ©osastmey at 
400- anà 450^0 amd a residem©© time ®f twelve s©ooâd©o
iCatalyst provided the* best rer̂ iuitSo A deoGmpoeitloB 
of thlophene to am extent of 02 o8- percent was obtained at 450^0 9 
with a mean residence time of iOoSi^ second© o . . . .
It- will be- recalled that- catalyst w b® the best 
dehydrogenation catalyst'whil® catalyst the best for
hydrogenation of thi®pken©<, It 'was therefore decided that a
©embined- catalyst of =̂0®® m â  might well b© appropriate for
optimum hydrogen«transfer «> 0.atalyst was accordingly
prepared by ©imply mixing ©qual volumes of pellets ©f Catalyst 
and catalyst and using the mixture in* the realtor o • It 
may be a©©a that for hydr#gem»tram©fer catalyst ±m much
better than and a little better than (Figure 6 o3 )o 
%e- Figure &o4A and the ‘IPabl© 60^ In which the effect #f 
inlet flow rat©' with eatalyst was- studied- showed that the 
reaction reached equilibrium in about- 2g seconds of residence 
time o' ■ A' dooomposition- of- 860 2 mol© percent- of thiophen© vim
obtained at 400^0 with this ©atalyst'o................
fh© Figure 6«4B ohows the effect of different mole ratio© 
of available- hydrogen to- thiophea© and- the- ©ffioienoy of- - * 
catalyst S' amd- fhis ©omparison- ©hows- that- at- any value
of- avai-lable mol® ratio of- hydrogen to- thiophon©- catalyst - 
was- more- effeotiv© than- • %i@' agrees- with tha- earlier
fiEâding that in' hydrogenation with catalyst- and- with- 
(%ble 5-0 3(1') and- 5b3(lii)' )- at- constant- hydrogen pm^tial pressure9 
catalyst' was more ©ff©©tiv©'o - fhis- Is- in- contrast to the ■ ■ *
resul'ts in Figure* 6 olAto- 6-a 2B which sbowa- ©ata-lyst- to- be-
botter -on a- basis of resident© time............. - ....
' - ' - - % ®  effect of- hydrogen- partial pressure on the décomposition 
of thiophea©- wi-th direct- hydrogen- and- with available- hyd-r@gen 
may b©- seen by- comparing fab-le- 5 o'3(i)- amd 5 o-3(iii-)' and- l?aM© 6 o3 
and 60 6- and- from- Figure 5oS-o- -It may be seen that- the -lower - - 
decomposition- of thlophen©- achieved in- the hydrogen^-transfer 
runs' was due to a- -lower hydrogen- partial- pressure-^- - - - - -
- %t is- to be eon©lud©d from the-above that with the system 
under- tost-- a partial- pressur©- of hydrogen- equivalent' -to- at -leaat 








M o u  R.nxio
aoalovo %%th e loagoz^ 'vlms; % Iot/©??
%z?83Gii:ij?o u'oialfv snfflo^ ̂ -
îo (AreoHsiigj smoiEs wim  m r a m  u m
If orne B8SCT©a Im &%y a%8f0%* pæeeesB
ad0Q.œ*è€- 'q.TOïi'fei'îîi©©' of' "She p:e*odu®iBg mat0S?iai- nlll be
the ®'>bo‘tï̂ l©«s4©olc'® tw tho li,yte©g©̂ ©.tiosii £̂»®qqbs i© more 
• ë ©  b ©  % h ©  # f  t h ©  h ^ d r o g a m i i b l e m  © a ' ^ a ï ^ g ^  t h a %
h g r â r o g e m  p a r ' S î i a l  p r © Q B i s r ® o  • i% u ©  t h e  m e e t  © u i t e h i Q  © a t a l ^ y s t  
will b© ttet whieh gives the h^ârogematiom of thiophemo
im- th@ mlmlmmm rofôidomo© tim©<>-
For this roam ©a im h^drogom^-tramofer rmmm @mly
o a t a l y m t  w a r n  e m p l o y e d o  
7 b 1' Mater i aim o
fh© maphtha na©©d Im th© dehydrogomatiom mtudi©s (4) was 
utilised her© amâ am before th@ thiaphom© amd bon̂ ion© wore of 
toalar* grad©o' • ■ - -
Jo2 ' Mal.vsi© of feoduotmo |
p r o o o d i a r ©  f o r  h y d r o g e m  a m d  h y d r @ g © m  m i a l p M d ©  
datermimatioms w©r© the mam© am desorihod in 4o3o3' and 3<>2 
rospeotivelyo .It m s  however mot possibl© im those rums to 
amalym©-th© ©omdensed liquid product^ sin©© the original naphtha•i
wa© ahowm om the gam ©hromatograph to- b® a mi^sture of a large- 
mmmb©r of hydroearhomo ooverimg a moleoular weight rang© from
0^ to
5 '  ‘
B©a©ti@m Prooedure and Results,
© roastiom procedure m m  b>u desoribed im 6o3« Oatalyst 
was- studied first at different- températures amd them at- ^̂ P-kr&wtr'
im le t flo w  ra te s  o r@su3.te are ia©lud©d la  th© 9?able t d
and r@ape@tli
% ©  effect of ©atalyst was al©@ studied at différant 
mole ratios of available hydrogam to thlephoaoo ■ 1%® aeoassary 
mola ratio© w©r© obtained by diluting th® naphtha with ânalar 
bons@n©o tt© various proportions required ar@ shown bolowp 
whil© the results are shown im %hl0 7«4o •
teM© loi














(a) 13.2.5 12.10 10.85
(g) 21.40 ■ 5.7 .40 . 81.80
(k) O.I89 I 0.458 0.516
(1) 4.9^1 1 4 0 ̂  81 9 .8 58l





at different flow' rate© at 40Û Q o
with Oatalvst
Plow rate ml/mino j ' 0.4 ' ©o3 0.2
Rum E©o 1 ; 1 ê ....
©atalyst Velum# (ml) 4(5.80
w  - 14.35 19.65 28.50
(©) 82.1© 81.40 89 .20
(k) 0 . 6I8 0.618 0 .510
(1) 5.7683 , 4.781 5.381
(©)
L
»##*#»#*# III#*.! jfWtl'f fill IIWMMWM*!





©fining''̂  of u o % % ^ ^ 3 ^ h a  with QatalvBt at
G at dilfferent mole ratio of available to










î o 4  M e t m m a l o m o
fSi© bydregem-tramsfer studiee with maphtha=,thlopMn@ 
mixte?©© over ©atalyst g m e  resiilts parallel te these given 
by ûyoloh©san©«>thi@phœ© mixture (6)0 % ©  Fi#%r© To là' and the
fable 7o2 0h@w tte estent ©f thlophen© deoempositiom at variouo 
t e m p e r a t e ? © ©  o  • I h i l e  F i g u r © '  7 o l B  s h @ w ©  t t o  © f f e o t  ô f  l o j a g e î ?  r e a i â e n © ®  
tteeoihen on© ©emparés- the ©xteat* of thiophen©- hydrogénation' 
produoed by th© tw© souroes- ©f l^ydrqgmn^ i@©o ©yoleWxame mtâ 
naphtha at th© ©ajpo mol© ratios of- awilahl© hydrogen to 
thi@ph©n©9 it is found m  shoim- in Figure 7 o %  t W t  maphth% io 
a  b e t t e r  m a t e r i a l  w i t h  o a t a l y s t  ' ^ F ® - o
fW' shape- of the ourve© in Figt^r© To2^ ©uggèôt© that w © n  
greater dwomposltltm of thiopËwme oould b#' obtained' at - ©till 
h i g h e r  l ^ y d r o g c m  p a r t i a l  p r © s o u r © © o  ■ - f h e  f i n a l  d e o l s i o m  a m -  t o  
turn m o s t  © m i table- h y d r o g e n *  p a r t i a l  p r e s s u r e  t © -  e m p l - o y  w o u l d  ' 
depend- mi whether it- was aeoessary to remove the last traoes 
of thiopheni© material p and ©n- the- ©oonomi© d©gr©a of- 
dehydrogena-tlom of- the naphtha-^
fhe result© of th©©© test© indioat© a® in the ©as© of 
©yolohexene that a resident©- tim© of at least tw©nty«ziin©
SQOond© and a mol© ratio of at least -16b-Ip hydrogenstMophme 
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It Im th© Is-st tse ehapters that eatalyst
ps*©m©t©d ad@qmat© h^dE'egem trmsfûs? at mlEa&mtm g»©sid©M© tim© 
MSàd©35* tlùB temt' @ogâditi©M0o- AttWtiem mos tm^©d te th© 
pesQlbilltF ®.f eatalj©t ®“F® with mistœ©s ef naphtha
mM. remldmal fu&l- oil ©omtaimim^ emlphwo It warn ^©aiia©d that 
th©' fm©l oil might- w©ll diffiaulti©© epeeatiom
and* moi'oowGr l©ad to deposition- of eaAon om- the* omtal^mto It 
was- n©©©s©as>^- t© detoE'min©- th@ ©ptimam- flow s?at© of the mlEtwe© 
th^ongh' the- roaotoæ and the most suitable- æatio of ©aphtha- to 
oil o' âooos^dingij two bq3?1©© of s'mns w©^©- oa3?£'i©d- out* a© 
follows 13̂
(a) A gO^ naphtha gO^ oil (h^ weight) mtetu^© was fed at 
five diff©r©nt* flow- rates*
' fh© différent mlzstur^s of naphtha and oil were fed at
fhereaftor' at' s©X©©t©d tost ©onditionSp the three reeiteal 
oil© were- Brnhjeoted- in- tmm- to- am* ©sstended- hsrdrogan-transfer run 
iia the* presesao©* of naphthao*
8 o 1* ̂ Haw- Eator iale * - - ■ ■
% o  three-residual oil© and G whose ©haraot©rieti©B
were determined- in- Otop-ter* 2 w©ra used her©* fh© naphtha- m  
d im Chapter- 4 and f • wae mp-loyed* m- the souroe- of h^rdrogeao
Bo2 àmalvBls of ProduotSo
proeedures um®û for hydrogen and hydrogen sulphide 
dotermination- were the ©am© m  described in 4 o3 o3 and- g*2
It'was not possible to ©nalye© the d©siûphuriB©d oil by 
©hromatographp ©ln@e both- the oil- and" naphtha- consisted of- © 
large numbers of hydrocarbons o- - % ©  llqui# product fvrns: each 
of the ten' run© in' which* the- ©ff©@t of flow- rat© and of naphthas 
oil warn studiedo This wa© not analysed directly due to the 
fast that it was diluted with an Ind©terminate -volume of 
dehydrogenated naphtha* Im the ©as© of the three extended rums 
th© liquid product was redictilled to remove dohydrogenated 
naphtha and the residual oil ^alys©d for sulphur content in the 
usual way*
The distillation rang© of the feed naphtha m m  determined
i
by loF 123/64g and the distillation ©urv© is shown in Figure 8*1* 
The <3©rr®®p©ndimg curve, for. dehydrogemated naphthap dehydrogenated 
under the-Bam© ©onditions m  in the three extended tests is given 
in the ©am© Figure* - It was hoped by this meano to determim© 
the amount of desulphurised oil im th® liquid product*
Bo^ Reaction Procedure and Results*
A bed of 4B08 ml© of catalyst was activated im the 
reactor at 400®0 a© described in 4o3«4o At the end of the
motivation period the hydrogen wa© replaced by a flow of
%
mltrogen {O0OO6I ft at ÊÎ0T 0F) and ©a appropriate- mixture of oil
m Â  maphtto w m  fed imto the reactor at tte required flow 
rat©o The run m m  carried omt for two howm and mmmplee of 
the ©xit ga© were ©elleoted m  before to ©mbl© hydrogen 
©ulphide and hydrogm to b© determined * - •
Tatalated below the feed flow rat% of gOogO mixture of 
naphtha to oil used im the first series of rmae and the latter 
imolude© the expected mol© ratio of available hydrogen to sulphur 
in the reactor o- ■ The m&owt of hydrogen warn oaloulated from 
the already d©t©mimed d@hyclr@gamati®m oharaoterls tic of the 
feed naphtha aad the suiptar from the anaiys:!.© of the residual 
oilo
to the second series of tests the ratic of © n  to #%ohth&
( ' ■■ .*
fed wag varied and th© ratios used are tabulated to Table- 8*2*
The- table inolud©©- the- expected m#l© rati© of available hydrogen 
to ©mlphw in the reactor * •
s*Œ3ia*ïwp¥aeSiaî tfiii4H«aMJi=hC»tT*:î*!V*în̂
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The of.. Flow with Oatal.y©t at 400"CJ*
Auai©
mj ^ a m
mol# in off 
gao©© Oo6ai
IJLJo
eataljst aotivity êmrlag thes© two how? rtms proved 
very ©ojastant a® v?̂ e indicated by the hydrogen sulphide eomt©%t 
of the Qssit gas dotormlmed ©very twenty minut©© of run tlmo*
After th© completion of ©a©h r m  about a hmadred millilitre© 
of benseao were rim through the hot re&oter t© flush out any 
soluble materialo Bothlng however was found appart from traoe© 
of feed oil* fhe results ar© shora in Table 8o3o It may b© 
©eon that a steady percentage decomposition was obtained at 
a rat© of 0*3 ml/mlm flow of oll^maphtha misstur©* HeM© 
further rum# on the above mixture© shown im Table So4 wor© 
©arried out exactly on the ©am© pattern at the fisiod f3.ow rat© 
of OoS ml/mlm*
From a stoiohiometri® point of view only oa© mole of 
hydrogen- is required per mol© of sulphur to form hydrogen 
sulphide and hen©©- from an- e©on©ssi<0 point of view high input 
of hydrogen should b© avoided«■ ‘Bin©© however* the studies 
with thiophen© had shown that a oonslderabl© ©so©@s of- hydrogen 
wa© necessary with- the test reactor* ©ilsnaphtha ratio used in 
the es:t©aded tests (30/îO) was selected to- provide am adequate 
amount of hydrogen* -
For the ©stended rums a fresh bed of the catalyst velum®
(48oS ml) was taken amd activated as described before*
A large quantity of ©llsmaphtha mL'stur© (BO/tO w/w) was 
prepared amd the test rums carried out under the conditions 
described already at 400*̂ 0* The determimatl©m of hydrogen
smXphlàe and that of t W  hydrogen tn the 0%lt was
carried out after every half m  hour* These extended test 
rims were- ©ontimed a®' long m  the analysis- of the e%it g m  
was constant and for two- hour© beyond the time at which the 
catalyst began to ©how lo®s of activity* Thme the period of 
rmn'eætemded to 17^24 hours- a© shown in the table* From the 
analysi© of the products the percentage removal- of the sulphur 
was then* oaleulatedo ■ * The oaioulation 1© shown in* the Appendix 
while the result© are feihown in Table© BoS to BoP _a#A 'SèsuaiB 
At the ©nd of ©aoh extended run the reactor wa© allowed 
to ©ool' in a current of purified nltrogon* A total of about 
200 mis of ben&ene were then rum through the ©oo-led resiotor 
from- the doEging pimp at- a rate- of-0*5 ©l/mim to- wash benzene 
soluble material from the catalyst bed© - The- washed reactor 
wa©- freed from-bemsen© by a current of nitrogen and then
to determine- the amount- of carbon deposited on the bed* 
bengene- © elution wae evaporated' on a water bath and the 
residue weighed* • . . . .
Prior to the subsequent extended run the reactor m â  
catalyst were heated to about- 480^0 in a mlow current of air 
to burn carbon from the catalyst® ■ The catalyst wa® thmi 
reactivated- in- the usual way with hydrogen sulphide and hydrogen^ 
and the next -run carried '-out with nitrogen- and @11 b* naphtha 
mixture© - In this way the three residual oil© 8* 1*- and* â 
were- subjeet'ed- to
Owing' t@ the difficulty @f running the reactor for
î
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v p v  ?2/j r/o o i u / N ^ ph thp.
nV-f
% 70 %
1 1 5 e
©KtezïÔEid iîS'iw© th.Q nlghtg th© flaw of oil ü
Wê' t©' W  Ghmt off- at' the omâ of- a- working ds,̂ *, At- that 
time the flow ©f nitrogOB was- oomtlmmed into -the hot realtor 
until the following mormlmg when the flow- of oil- -9 naphtha 
wae- roetartedo - The- first few analysis- reading® after- restart 
generally showed slight- loaa of of the eatal^st W t
af;=er- ahout two hours- the oataljst mtm- haak to the aotl^lty it
had- Bhmm the- previous evening^ .......... -- - - -
“ The test- resuite are- shorn Im Table #o5 o t® â«îo
Table 8o4
The EffQQt of Mixture Ratio of oil s m a p h t b  Catal^^ot
QSt 400 Co







Mol© Hg in off gasQs
50 I 40/60 30/70 20/80
28.4# 38.4# 63.6# 72.2# 79.1#
Oo291 0.462 0.520 0.560 0.595
«MTBrGtteïtiatoT.’îiaJGreî̂ ïTSfyî:
Analysis Data from CoBtinuou© Run with Oil n— TV
r*' •4Btrra*t5»wy5=lWJPrMU2."tB!*lFlow rate m




,m© (hrs) f) B remowal Mol© Hg in Tim© (hrs) fo B removal Mol© i!
--
. off gases \ in off 
gases
0«0 - 0*5 6806 ""™0Tl42 ™ f 7 o 9*5. 72.8 ‘~0,145
Oo5 loO 68.6 0,138 9,,5 10,0 71.7 0,146
loO - lo5 70.4 0,141 10,0 I0o5 78.4 0,143
Xo5 - 2pO 71.1 0,146 10.5 « lloO 72.4 0,141
2oO 2o5 72.4 0,142 11,0 llo5 68 o4 0,139
2cg - 3oO 72.6 Do 146 11,5 12,0 69,4 0,141
3cO - 3o5 72.8 O 0I46 12*0 12*5 . Æ Æ , 0,142
3c5 4oO 72.4 O 0I45 12,5 *=* 13*0 72,4 0*146
4oO - 4o5 72.4 0,140 IBoO 13*5 72 06 0,146
4o5 'PoO 72»® 0,140 13*5 14 oO T4ol 0*143
5oQ - 5.5 13*1 I O 0I46 14*0 14*5 72,4 1 0,142
5o5 600 . 72 o4 0,142 14*^. » 15,0 72*6 ^0,145
60O tM. 6*5 T2o6 0,145 15*0 15.5 72,4 10.146
6^5 loQ ‘?2o4 1 O 0I46 15*5 16,0 ' 72,1 10,134
7.0O 1.3 1 7Sol 1 0»143 1 6 , 0 16*5 69.4 }0*128
7o5 BcO 1 72*5 0*140 l6o5 17,0 66.2 10*124
8*,0 *=1» B.3 1 72,5 1 0,143 ! iT.n fsn 1 «ft 1 ....
ïaM® 8.6
Ib Bats fs-om ContiTOOUB Rim witb Oil "b“
S E
Fl®w rate ml/min 
Catalyst V®lum©
l'im© (tea) #S removal ïïol© Hg to 
©ff gSSSB
(tes)
0,0 « 0,5 "âilT™" ~ o “Î 5 3 " ™ 10,0 •= 10,5
0,5 - 1,0 68,6 0,153 10,5 = 11,0
1,0 - 1,5 69,8 0,151 11.0 ^ 11,5
1,5 “* 2,0 70,4 0,158 11.5 “ 18.0
2,0 «. 2,5 74,8 0,158 12,0 - 12,5
2,5 =. 3,0 76,4 0,156 12,5. “ 13,0
3,0 « 3,5 76,8 0.160 13.0 c, 13,5
3,5 “ 4,0 76,8 0,154 13.5 =* 14.0
4,0 4,5 76,4 0,158 14.0 „ 14,5
4,5 - 5,0 76,7 0,158 14,5 « 15.0
5,0 - 5,5 76,4 0,156 15.0 =. 15,5
5,5 = 6,0 74,8 0,158 15.5 *= 16,0
6,0 “ 6,5 75.2 0,158 16,0 „ 16,5
6,5 - 7,0 76.1 0.156 16,5 - 17,0
7,0 - 7,5 76,4 0,156 17.0 = 17,5
7,5 ■» 8,0 76,2 0,154 ' 17.5 “ 18,0
8,0 „ 8,5 76,8 0,156 18,0 = 18.5
8,5 9,0 76.8 0,158 18.5 <= 19,0
9,5 “ 10,0 76,4 1 0,156
9,0 =. 9 ,5. 76.4 p .156
















indioates ©tot d o w  du© t© ©f might,
f£^î®_8oî
l
i m ù o - N ^ oil 8 maphtha ratio).
Tim® (tes) #S removal ÎÜ0Î© Hg 
in off
gSBSfl
fim® (hrs) #S removal MOI© Hp 
in off
gasQS
OoO 0.5 76.8 0.163 12,0 » 12.5 74,6 0.176 ‘
0 o 5 ■” 1.0 79.2 0.161 12.5 13.0 75.2 0,174
1.0 ~ 1.5 83.1 0.159 . 13.0 13.5 S h k . 0.173
1.5 =■ 2.0 83.4 0.164 13.5 •= 14,0 81.4 0.179
2.0 - 2.5 83,4 O 0I69 14.0 - 14.5 83.4 0.176
2.5 *=* 3.0 83.4 0 ,17g 14.5 “ 15.0 83.1 0,174
3.0 3.5 83.4 0.171 15,6 = 15,5 83,7 0.171
3.5 “=*, 4.0 83.8 0 .17g 15.5 •“ 16.0 83,6 0,176
4.0 = 4,5 . 83.4 p. 1.73 16.0 - 16,5 83.2 0,174
4.5, 5.0 83.1 0,174 16,5 - 17,0 83.2 0 .IS9
5.0 « 5.5 83,6 0.171 17,0 - 17,5 83,4 0.172
5,5 “ 6.0 , 83.4 0.171 17.5 “ 18,0 83.2 0,174
6.0 “» 6.5 83,1 0,172 18,0 - 18.5 83,4 0,173
6.5 =. 7.0 83,7 0.176 18.5 » 19,0 83,1 0,174
7.0 » 7.5 83.1 0.174 19.0 . 19,5 83.6 0,176
7.5 “ 8.0 83.4 0.164 19.5 = 20.0 83,4 0,176
8.0 - 8,5 83.6 0,168 20,0 = 20.5 83.1 0,174
8.5 “ 9.0 79.4 0.171 20.5 = 21.0 81,8 0,169
9.0 - 9.5 83.1 0,174 21,0 ~ 21.5 81,4 0.163
9.5 “ 10.0 81.81 0.175 21.5 - 22,0 79.4 0.163-
10.0 «. 10.5 83.6 0,174 28,0 =. 22.5 79.4 0,154
10.5 => 11.0 83.8 0.168 22.5 = 23.0 76.1 10,158
11.0 -= 11.5 1 82. ô4 0.173 23,0 c 23.5 73.4 0.153
11.5 •= 12.0 74.8 p.172 I 23,5 24.0 1 73.4 0.153
©hmt â©im du© t© • intarvontiom ùf might o
4  ll©©UP©l©iE<
fk© æemaltB ©te; a sigaifi©a^t â@©%lphmælmatlom of t W  or&er 
©f to t© 80 pereemt witk* raol&yial fm©l @ii®o
RmfBering to %bl© mi. 8*,3 it may- h® m m n  that at a 50/50 
®il 9 maphtW æatl# g a â#©mlphwlBati#m' of mot' rnos*# them 38 o4 ■ 
p@ro©mt ©ouiâ- h® aaM.©TOâ at* thè mlmlmmi- floe g»at© of Oo2 m3 
L© #a© ©qulwmlomt to # relatively low ©pao® velocity Im the
r©a@t@r of Oo2§ vol/vol/Wb ■
% ®  total hydrogem prodmoed dmrimg tto d©©mlphm'*l©atiom rum© 
w m  al©@- reoorded im- %hle# #«# «sal 8 ^3 o - f© obtalm however m 
atriot Bomparlaomg oma mm©t reoord thi© hydrogem to a haai© of 
rat©- of prodmotiom per m&lt weight of maphtha feci- to the realtor o 










It may be that the rat© of produotiom ©f hydrogen warn 
■rirtually. constant in both s©ri@® of ©xp©rim@mt©9
that the primary ±nflmtm%B on de©ulphmri©atim were eontmet
tim©‘ and hydrogen- partial pressure o'
fW- total amount' of hydrogen- produced in the©#
de^mlphurleatiom rume- warn eomewhat 1@e©( about* 1§^) tham th©
amount of hydrogen- obtained from- naphtha alone- (fable- 4*o5) when
d©hydrO'g@nat®d- under' the mmme experimental oonditionso ' It le
poBûibl©- that the ©11 partial- presBur© wa©- reducing- the amount
of- aotiv©- eurfae® ©n the* @atalj©t‘o ■
- It should- be noted (fable 6of) that the lower values of oils
naphtha- ©orrespond- to very high mole ratio of available* hydrogen
(io© up- to fOo5' 8l*)o: ' Only a relatively small mmom&t
hydrogen* input i© utilised* to hydrogenate* the sulphur
oompoumd® m d  if- not- reoyoled would- pass- to wast©c Even* at muoh
a high ratio of available hydrogen about- twenty peroent* of- th©
sulphur ©ompomd© in the oil remained unhydrogematodo -
results may be- ©xpeoted with- longer oontaot- time^ and r©oir©ulati©n
the ©as# of th© ©xtenâéd desulphuriBation m m #  - with the 
three oi-1© th® hydrogen- production- figures have- the same- relative
'̂ alm©© th® ©kteht' of desulphm'risation aohleviodo ' ’ This' again 
Indicates" the influen©©- of hydrogen- partial- pra©sur©o- 
- - feOT- the- structural- group analysis- at *70̂ 0 (fabl® toT) it
boon found- that- oil & was the- least aromatic- of the thre© oils*
.ÊïJi C.
It is possible that Its ©ulphur oompounde are m@r© roaotiv® than 
those of the ether two oiiso'
At the temperature used in the extended test© (400^0) only 
a relatively small" extent ©f pyrolysl©* of the* oil eeems to ecouro 
ttis- may b© -judged-* by the- email assBimts- @f* csrlbosr and* benzene &=- 
soluble reaidue* found* in tho re-actor* at the md- of a rm&o* - • fhis 
may*' b© Been* in 1?abie Bo 10* given below®
«02 pT"-?L-rrff ; < »J1» 1̂ L l a liûLnrjrjatfinxukWMuftULu
• smlphiM' ' fô  oarbom JJW b©m^©a©
ffoduo'Èioffl im 10© soluble im
I, oil 100 gm oil
48.20 1 4̂ o6̂ po9. :
4P.O.40 6o2 Oof
, 4îopo ■' 3A lo3
St i© likely that th@©@ TOlue® may b© red-uced by rmmlmg the 
reactor md©r prossur©-1@ further imoreaa© th© hydrogem partial 
prQBsureo* *
St was somewhat difficult to obtalm a true sulphur balamc© 
in thee© ©xtemded* rums® Th® total liq^uid product ©omtaimed 
dehydrogemated naphtha and hydrogemated ollo * tt© latter was 
likely to hav© am ©xtemded boiling rang® m%d might well imolud© 
spirit* ®f: the sm®' boiling rang© as the maphttoo * fhu© it was 
possible t® separate accurately the treated oil and naphtha by 
distillationo * *
fh© su lphur ©f the te s t © il©  could  be obta ined in
two way®.
total ©ulptor removal found in the ©sit gm®B was 
calculated^ and ®ubtraot©d fTom the total ©mlphur in the feol 
■ ais* gave a- residual sulphur- content per 100 gram® of 
oilo fhi®' i® ©town in fabl© 8® 11 given below®- ■
f a b le  B o l l  
Sulphur- Balano©o
Xitpiit 14 teB
Total Bulphœ as hydrogen 






fetal ©ulphmr a©- hyd%»ogam 
sulphide- - - 2-c210
#f <WW, Jfc uTiTJ
eulDhw in 17® 5 hrs
m 2'q94’ ̂ hydrogen 
06 
0.88Ïa.ïx0ff®ae®
By direct jW ter mima tl om
The %eet©ii oil separated by dlstillatilm from the 
'dehydrogenated naphtha and its sulphur^ content-determined in
the* usual- waj'ÏJ fh© reemlte are- given-* in fabl@- 8olO-c
fh© difference between these tw© sate @f results would appear 
to b© du® t© th© change in the boiling rang® of the residual ©11 
@n hydrogenationo *
The ©hsraoteristio© ®f the ©ils after '™aut©fining®^ treatment 
and separation of the d©hydr©g@nat©d naphtha by distillation ar© 




A 1 . 5 3 2 0 . 9 1 3 3 . 5 3
B l o § 1 0 0.892 • 2 . 6 8
e 1 . 5 3 5 0.921 3.99
280
i 5 o 6  3 4 ° 4
!Vtacc»e>M6Sa?*3a;<̂ *r£u-!»jrAm.i3*gnxfTiTmtwJ
It is apparent that ©onsiderabl© ©hang® has been pr@du@©d in 
the overall m®l©©ular" malm«='mp ©f the thre©- ©il© by passage through- 
the hydr@g©a“>transfer reactor® - There. Is a w@ry large- drop in 
viscosity by a 
drop in the # 
ta©r©a©@ in t 
amommt- ©f ©arbom 
• Tk® average
to 300 tim©© and a ©on©id®rabl©
©at ©f aromatlcm- in the ©ils with am- acoompamyimg 
maoumt- #f maphth©mi© ©arbomo- * Bom© ©hang® in th© 
atoms im paraffimi© structure i@- al©@ moteabl©
• molecular* weight ©f the desulphurised oils is
about DB.0 half ©f the ©riginal oil©o
fh©©e fm tB  a l l  p o in t t© hydrogenation and hydroeraoking o f  
th® o il©  in  tha hyte®g©n«tran©f©r re a c to r o teom atioe have been
hydrogenated to  naphthen©®- amd psraffimi© ©id© chain® h&vm h m n  
© p u t o f f  to- g ive  l ig h t  s p ir i t  and cm o v e ra ll lo w erin g  o f th© 
molèoular weight o
Th©e© change© ©how that a oertalm amommt of the available 
hydrogen ha®- b®@m absorbed by th© ©11 and give© ©mother 
©xplamatiom ©f the ©eemimgly low availabl© hydrogem found whom 
only th® amount- of hydrogom ©ulphld©- formed- and p©r®©ntag@- o f 
hydrogem'im the exit-ga® wer© taken imt© oomslderatlomo
9o m m m h  bxsoossioi a m  g o i g m s i o I o
The work doscribed h©r©j> developed into a study of tU© 
feasibility of utilising the ®®aut©fining’'’ prooe®® at 
atmospheric proesure to desulphurise residual fuel oil® The 
"autofimimg’'’ pr@©©©è wa© ©rigimally developed to desulphurize 
middle distillates and the*few studies of the prooe®© which h a w  
beam mad© ar© confined to the desulphurization of su@h materials 9 
which' are la themselves easier t© desulph'urisé clue to their 
relatively- low sulphur oomtemt and the less oomplioated nature 
of th© sulphur compounds prosento
fô-aBmobeny^ has published the results of "batch autofinlmg" 
with gas oil using maphthenes- m  a- source of hydrogemp but there
is no acoœat© information available om the feasibility- ©f this
!
process with residual fuel oil* -
The toioii Oil- Company of Galifornia^"^ have claimed that 
mim@ty=mine percent of the sulphur in any fraction9 Irrespective 
©f the type of sulphur ©ompound 9 ©an- be removed by their 
direct hydrodosulphwisatiom process using a- oobalt^molybdate 
oatalysto Assuming that such hydrogen could b© made- available 
cheaply from light naphtha9 there- is ©very reamon to expect*that 
m  autofiniiag process could perform quit© as well a© thico 
A hydrogen production of 5206 cubic feet at ï̂ -oToP per 
gallon of naphtha wao achieved from the naphtha used im this 
work with catalyst "F" at 406^09 and a residence time of thirty 
©econdSo It has been reported that a commercial
hydrofiBiag unit requires seventy oubio foet of hydrogen per 
barrel ©f oil to remov© on© percent of sulphur<, On the basis 
of those figures an oil 8 naphtha ratio of 10 8 1 would b© 
required to remove three percent sulphur from a residual fuel 
oiXo
The work reported her© however has indicated that a much
higher proportion of naphtha would be required to aohiov© the
neoessmry hydrogen partial pressure for an adequate roaotion
rat@o The small percentage of hydrogen utilised indicates
that before ouch a process would be- ©omm©roiallj feasible p
reoiroulation of hydrogen might b© nooessaryo 
55Amborg who .©tudied th© hydr ©doBulphuria at ion of
thlopWne- ©v©r a- chromium ©xid@f«*sulphid© h m  @om@lud©d
that th® reaction- rat© Im dependent on the adsorption of-
hydrogma mmd th© reaction at th© ®urfa®©o * - ©ur* findings
egr@© with thlBp in- that a first order change indicating m
h©t©r©gen@u© reaction warn evident in our ©tmdiem of thiophen©
&ydrog©natio% and that th@- rate ®f reaction is thus very - -
dependant on hydrogen* partial- pressmra-o ■ It also appeared
however- that adsorption- of- the- thiophon© Itself- might- prevent
hydrogen reaching- the- active- site©- ©a- the- catalysto* -
' 5g- - ' It ha© b©©a coaoludod- by driffith-- - that- thiophen© 
hydrogénation- with- miokol oxide-sulphld© follow©- a- steiotly 
■ ohomioal ©y©l©- of ©hang©©- in which- the- molid- do©B not- fen©tion
- a©- a- true ©a-talyst-o - Th©- -first- ©tep- i©~ supposed to- b® th©- - •
- production- of- aiok©l meta-l- by the- reduction- of- it© Bulphid©j)
this is followed by a heterogonoms reaction ©f th© thlophon© 
with th©“ metal't© give agaisr the* metallic* sulphide' which* *
'■ Buheegmently again: imd©rg©#©‘ reduction«* * If* buqH # meoteToism 
' applied when' the' ©EJ.to' is present' water would la the
exit' gtreamo - - Bin©©* we- found n© water ±n ©isr werk^ it would 
appear that if a ©h©mi@al reaction doe© take pia@© it only 
imvolve® th© metallic* eulphld© and not the oxideo
• In ©MT work a ©on®tant ©atalyot activity-over poriod® of 
up t© twontŷ foiîir hours ha© been aoM©v©do It 1b likely 
that this may b© improved by a better design ©f the @ataly©t 
b©do ■ In m&y ©vent th© ©atalyet i© readily reactivated by 
burning off ©arboa deposited and by treating agaim with 
hydregom ©miphid© and hydrogen o ■ *
The trmnmltlom^m©tal ©xid© catalysts teeted here have all 
©h©TO- th@m©©lv®B* to* b© v©ry motive^ the most aotive oxide * * 
proving to- b© 1 0 ^ 9  and that- for hydrogenation of thioph©n©p 
V_OpQ A very ©impl©-mixture of pellets- of these- oxide© proved 
a useful- ©mablned ©atalyet and it is likely that ©uoh material© 
perhaps diluted with alumina or with ©om@ neutral binding 
mêtWrlal ^©uld b© superior ©m th@ industrial seal© to the 
cobalt molyMat© catalyst popular at the preeemt timoo
It i© suggested that a future programme of work should 
study* the development of a omm©r@lal ©ataîyst for autofining 
based on th©©© two oxid©So
Th© limitation® of the laboratory resmltm ©ould well b© 
reduced by operation under presBuro ©oiaditloaso Th© effect 
of pressiar® would b© mo doubt to isaeroa©© the extent of 
iayteogomatiom and raduo® ©orbon deposition on the eatalyot 
thu© giving a longer on«=*etr©» period which i© importent 
a ooimerolal point of view<, It im therefore suggested that 
future experimental work- should he carried- eut at the moderate 
pressure© (5- t® 15 atm») used in the oommeroial "autofining" 
prooeBs©
Under suoh ©oadition© it 1® likely that a lower proportion 
of naphtha would be required©
It to© been shorn that oomBldorabl© oteng© has t^k©a pla@© 
In the molecular mak®«mp of the parent reisdual oil when it 
passed through th® autoflnimg reactor© from a oommeroial 
point of view there is probable some advantage© to thi© as 
the lower viscosity oil produced may well have a ready market© 
However it should h© noted that the treated oil ©till contain© 
a ©ignifiosnt proportion of sulphur and thus requires ferther 
treatmoat©
The extensive hydrogenation of th© parent oil suggests 
that future extension of the- work should Imelud© a ©arefhl
determination of hydrogen balance in the autofining process ̂ 
to detormin® the relative proportion of hydrogen as exit gasp 
a® hydrogen sulphide and am hydrogenated oil 9 resulting under
a variety ©f experimental conditions ©
Ideally9 & process which uses hydrogen'-transfer from 
naphtha to residual oil to deaulphuris© th@ latter should 
provide the following produ@ts-§«^
(a) a naphtha fraction^ high in aromatlosg
(b) a light fuel oil of low sulphur content9
(@) excesB hydrogen and (d)* hydrogen sulphide for sulphur 
manufacture ©
A o
The Index number refers to the chapters Im the main part 
®f thi© worko ' ■ * ■■ '
gol Determlnatian of Sulphur Qontent of E©©id.ual
‘ lo' © 0OO5M barimi perchlorateo 2@0 of barium
perchlorate 1® dissalved' in- 200- ml®* of distilled water and to 
this- i© added 300 ml© of ethanol © The pH is- adjusted t© 3 «5 
(a© m®a©m?ed cm m pE motor) by adding a few drop©- of dilute 
perchloric acid to th©- ©oluti@n<>
2b ■ Thorom indicator̂  0»2 of thorom ie dissolved 
0 ml©- ©f waters
sodium ©arboaatoo 5*30 gms ©f anhydrou©
sodium carbonate is- diesolved in wator amd* made up to a- litre o
• Preoedme© ~ -
The barium perchlorate solution i© ©tamdardimed with
O0OO5M aulphuriO' a©id solution- meiiag the thoron indic-ator-o- - Do3
to Oo5‘ pf all as?® accurately weighed into- th© oruoib-1# @f- a
bomb ©alorfme  ̂* 1 0 -ml© of w/lO sodium - oarbonato solution are
placed'là-thé'body of the bomb and the oruoibi©- fitted- in place
in the- bomb- and- a fin© nylon fus© thread. oomn©ot©& frc^- the oil
to the firing ©ystemb - - The bomb is- filled- with- oxygen -to a- - •
2pres©ur@- of- 3g lb/in gauge- and flredo* • - After about 1§- minute© 9
the presBur© in th© bomb is redmcfâd t© stmospheria and the bomb 
is op0S2©dû • Tkm ©ontents- ®f th@ bomb, ar©- washed into u- flask 
and' th© washing© mad© up to 2)0 mis- with watero
- A oatiom ©xohang®' oclmm' ©ontaining* about 5*0 gms of 
Femutit romlm- :lo prepared* amd- activated by H/50 hydrochloric 
acid- solutiono - 10 mis* of the diluted bomb washings- are psssod 
through the- ion ©xohenge- ©o-lumn- ©ad- collected* • ■ The oolumm is 
washed with 5*0 mis of water- omd the- washing- added- to- the - - 
©olieoted* eampl©*- - To this solution 40 ml© of ethanol- and two 
d^ops* of thorom* indicator- are- added and- titrated with standard 
barium- peroMorat©* ©o-lmtlon* - - * The- ©ad- poimt* is- when* the* - - 
solution- ©hmage©- form- y©-llow to pinko- 
- With* the* ©onoentration©-- used- %=* 
l-oO ml* of* O0OO5B- bar-iuM' perohlorat© solution <3 O 0OO3B gm©
1 3 ^
- 40 gm© of silica gel (about gO mesh) is hoatod for three 
hours at 160®C^ This* is put imto a 30 inches* iongj,* 12 nm loB ■ ■ 
glams tubOp ©b© end- of this- tuba* i© narrowed' to 2' mm diameter*
This end- Is* paokod with co*tton woolo" ■ • The dried ©ilies' g©i‘ i© 
then poured' into the- tub©" which is arranged" to a vortical 
position so that the h©d of ©ilios rest© on th© cotton*wool pad*
■ 1*©- of the oil' i© dissolved in 100 ml© of 6©/8û petroleum 
©th©r and is- thorn passed through the ©ilioa- column*
- ■ ©wing to diff©r®sae®© in the rate© of- adsorption th© 
aromatio fraotiom* oomo© through th© oolumm- while the aromatlom
’ X
fh© addition of th© petroleum ©ther i© oonttouod for ©@m© time 
and a oheok i® mad© from time to time at the end ©f the tub© by 
moans of filter-paper to determim® the point at which the naphtha 
fraction ceases to appear* Am oily- statoj, after the ether has 
evaporated* from the filter paperp imdioat©©- the preeenc© of naphtha* 
Thu© addition 1© oomtimuecl till- clear petroleum ether oomem f^om 
th© outlet* The collected naphtha solution 1© heated to- ©vaporat® 
th© petroleum ether and the residue weighed*
Solvent ether 1# mow passed tot® th® oolumm amd the prooedur© 
described above i©- oomtimued* - Thu® -the aromati© fraotiom 1© also 
obtainedo The difforea®©- between the weight of oil fed and the 
total weight ©f th© two fraotiom© 1© recorded a# material retsimod 
Qn th® oolummo
2o5 . Btruotural Group
& go®e<>
SîPOH)- til© 3?®8ialts o'btaiaed asa Satol® g.6
.L41 .
The values
were put into the standard - ■ and by taking th© logaritta
of- kinematic viBoozity- log and refraotiv© index a density d̂  
was obtainedo The change in density is related m  ■
i^d E3 d̂  d- 00-0*00(1)
■ where d is the observed density*
The graph for determining the valm© d'*- was limited to a 
refractive index ©f logOO and th@ refractive'India©© ©f the three 
oils were between 1*634 lo644o- Henc©* th©' graph was - -
extrapolated t® obtain the value d® at the-above- refractive imdi©©So 
Result from the extrapolated graphô '̂
- for- As? ® 9 and Ü ©11 w©r©
- Io04'3p' I0O5I9' I0O54 r©sp©@tivelyo 
Oalcmlation for n^ d at 20^0
©il A 000c . d S3 d,o ^ d oooooo(l)
es ' lo@43 ©0^7^- G3 ©o
^ teomati© Garbom cs 60©^ d  «> (40 ̂ i) o*o*oooo(2
Substituting the value of ■ from ©quation-
"A X 0,
■ m 3§ ^ 6o74 - E3 - 3B'o24
From th© graph ®f the moleomlar weighty- total ©arbon in 
structure and total number ©f ring ©ontant© were read out,
f 3 o 3
Btoc© the re la t io n  Arom atic r in g  ©ontent wa© g iven by
M X
J 1 <s==S=a==ttTOJ3=r=ê:=3 oeooooooo
A ’ B
ASÈ=^;«».3ÊâÊ EP gpg
* 1 a 5 o5 Bo \  « 2 .2!
. - Eç » %
E3 Xo'
sine© Gg ^ ^
m 32oE4 (3 l6o
«a
C3 '
^emc© total result for the 
f> Oarbosa in Aromatic 
^ Oarbon in ring ©tractur© 0^ ks 
fi Garbon in paraffini© q
^ Oarbon in napkthmnic ' m
Total ring content- - -
51 o
.oT§
3 ‘ I 0O5
Total- aromatic ring content • ̂  - 2*25
Tku® mimilarily- the remmlt was- calculated- for ©tk©r ©ils.
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m©@â in th0©® 
f o w  &t H®itl©r©
B wms a
3o4 Determin a tio n  © fg
A 5oO 8ample of the blaekened oepper foil i© put 
into a boiling tub© fitted with a B 24 glass- ©oetot joint- and 
10 ml® ©f eoneentreated hy&reehleri© aeid added* % e  tmb© is 
©losad by a ^o u m d  glas© ©on© fitted with an ozstemelon am* 
fhi©- latter arm-i© joined to a ga© absorption bottle ©omtaiming 
40' ml© of 10̂ - aqueous eadmlum ehlerid© ©oluti«Mo- ' - & e  ti&be i© 
kept TOi?ti@al and- gently heated* ■ & ©  hyâregem sulphide otoIt oÉ 
1© absorbed into ,th© solution in tSi©' bottle- and- heating i© 
aoatimed until sa@* more hydrogen sulphide- is ©wived* % e  
hydrogen sulphite is then determined by the standard method
mtesoribed by Shaw w M © h  imvelvee an idiom©trie* titration* 
aalaulatien- f@r the weight per sen tag© ©f sulphœ i©
feom the ©tandard formula given in I*P 
ft weight ©f H^S - ̂  lf(_a b) %2 ^ 100 *00*00
f
where Ig" <a normality @f ©©dium thi©©ulphat©
a • EÎ ■ ©b©ôr©®̂ '̂ ®*̂ â.©a with ledime ©nly (blank) 
b EÎ ©bserwtiem- with hydr©@@n ©ulpMd®
W • (D ' weight ©f the ©mb©tans© taken*- -
lmltipli©ati®n ©f the result ©f eqmatieica (l) by give©
34
the persemt&g© weight ®f sulphur*
>a5 Oalomlatlem for Eesideno© %m©o
Jr-rf£—— r.,—  — --TPTTtK-,? r̂r/f,KTicar==a:aza:;i%'y.3.K=ÆcrT=aM==B=a=c:tKa====c==a=3aj!sq
r©Bideno® time of a ©tatio ©yetom may *b© given m  ?®
where Vo ie the total fra© volume or had voidage* It is givou 
hero %n litres o is the flow rat© in litî
If it i© amsumod that th© vapour© obey the ideal ga© law
W  C3 nEf j
Who flow of the liquid i© given by ^ % 22*4
wh©r© Q is the îv mole of liquid feed to the rpaotor per minute^ 
while is the experimental reaotor t©mp©ratiar© (%)*
Btq s b t o© ohmiges are n©gl©©t©d her© sino® the present 
studies were oarried'out at atmospheri© pressur©* and bed 
pressure drop was negligible^
g
fhu©- remldemo© time R es  ̂ mimute© *
JL X  X
Oaloulation %<=
fatal volume of @opp©r obtained from its superfaolal 
for 130 gms t3 17*4^ ml©
Aatual total volmm© oooupieâ by th© 150 gois of ©opper o
142o0 mis*
Bed voidag© or free ©pae© available for reaction #
142*0 - 17*42 m ■ 124*58 or ©*124 Mtr©©* - 
E©©id©n@©. time. for. a flow, of oil A 1*© gm/mim
H03.© all ImpmS/mim a 0,0021 a 2 â = £ = s M â « l = S â  m gg Bsseads
»3 K «0021 s 22 o4
For flow rate 2*0 gm/mim or *0042 molbj
.............  m- i l à Æ ^ s l S â Æ i â  ,, 31 0©@offiô®,
?@3, s «0042 s 28,4
Experiment t©mp©ratmr© in th®s©- two- oaloulatlom© i® 43©^©*
4cï4 Activation Oaloulation (©mtalyet
cC3s;^aa=3æ 5nü3=a2a==am ;zaTzr%cr::nm.z3yZt3=j23^f;WT!Tr7-.?ükT 3 a n = a c a c a z % Ml? ,i;',’u .t;'jM :ataagJ^iVtiraiigtttasa=sJCjiKSlBaB
*®6%8 ®6®6 
Calculation ou basl© @f molo/lOQ mo3.@*
Ini©t rate ©f fiow* of* •©yolotozian© ' gî- O o5 ml/min
Density ©f ©ycî^tossan© ■ ' «= ' 0*776 - * ■
%
Iniet rate of* nitrogen * ® O«0©6l ft at lof oF/min
faking m  ©xporimental result of run (i*)* of fabi© 4o4(i)
■ ■ * * * *  * -  ‘G3 T069 X 10 ^ o,Sniet mol©' O^gĤ ĝ/©©©© • ‘ * es* -
Mitrogoa inlet mol© *3 0'.
.4 . . .
freofteo«QOooi[2,
Imlet ©omc^nt^Atiom # (1) ^




8* ml ^ 2*00 ml" ' P®s»* ̂ 00 ml
8* X oî7^ 4- 2g0 X; o»
.  W
4 0*0227 C3 '0*928 mel/lOO mol©
le ftection fc*
L©t rat© of ' co T069 x 10 x 0, ocooooo-ooo(s)
® ?o5
feit mol© of 0 >3g^g ® l o W  % 10 " % 000245 
■ C3 ©r- I088' X 10”^ - • ‘
fetal ©xit mol© ^ 7o69 x ^ 3(1*88 x 10“®)
«. Bo25'
80 Outlet mol© Sc.25 ^ 10 "̂̂  *&• OoOOTT 0OOOOOP0O
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